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Rationale.—In the past thirty years there has been an about-face
on the question of grouping pupils. In the 1920's "grouping" meant an
attempt to recognize individual differences in spite of large classes
and a fixed curriculum. Then, with the rising interest in the welfare
state and our fear of fascism, "grouping" came to be identified with
something undemocratic, akin to segregation and stratification. Now,
with a growing awareness that the individual is being lost in the modern
social order, the pendulum is swinging back toward a middle position.
This is the way social change takes place.
Much of the confusion in our thinking about this problem arises
from the failure to define terms clearly. "Grouping" may mean assignment
to school, or special class, to grade level, to parallel sections in the
same grade, or to subdivisions of the teacher's class.
The second source of confusion lies in our definition of "homo¬
geneous." Because intelligence tests placed new emphasis on individual
differences, homogeneous grouping, on the basis of mental age or some
variant such as expectancy age, was extensively used for a time.
What kinds of groups represented the normal life situation? The
family group is one which is relatively close in terms of similarity of
interest and ability. The friendship group is another composed of people
of approximately the same age, intelligence (the correlation is about .50),
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and the socio-economic background (correlation about .25),^ and interest.
The usual working group consists of people of similar abilities and much
common training. As Shaw puts it, you seldom see the same people at the
race tracks and at the opera. As adults our face-to-face contacts are
with family, working, and interest groups, which are relatively homo¬
geneous. Our relationships to heterogeneous groups are peripheral.^
The school should be, then, a natural extension of what we find
in the face-to-face situation in life. The school should represent the
heterogeneous community, with many different kinds of special classes
and many activities to meet varying interests. There should be much con¬
tact between such groups, not only on the playground and in assembly
activities, but also much interchange between classes. The classroom
group, however, should be homogeneous in interest, ability and fvinction.
Reeder says that an analysis of achievement and intelligence is
necessary for several reasons. It ascertains the extent to which the
objectives of the school have been accomplished. When considered in terms
of mental ability of pupils, it shows the strengths and weaknesses of the
pupils and suggests aspects of their work in which progress can be made.
It affords infomation for classifying pupils and for promoting them. It
enables the making of many worthidiile studies such as the efficacy of a
given method of teaching compared with another. It suggests curriculum
May Seagoe Gowein, "Why Homogeneous Grouping," The California




changes which should be made. In brief, and the last analysis, it shows
the efficiency of the school system because the efficiency of a school
system must be evaluated in terms of the effect upon the pupils.^
The writer feels that a test of the effectiveness of ability
grouping at Howard High School Annex will be pertinent to the students
and to the school personnel at the Howard School who desire an tmder-
standing of the performance of these students according to their ability.
Evolution of the Problem.--This problem evolved from the fact that
the graded system of American public schools has established the basic
pattern of grouping for instructional purposes, and, to a considerable
extent, has controlled many curriculxm practices such as grade standards,
basic textbooks, and promotions. That is, pupils are grouped together by
grades, and traditional practice has stipulated the kinds of materials to
use in each grade, the standard of promotion to the next grade and so
forth. It has been noticed by this writer that the grouping of students
for instructional purposes is ever present where there is more than one
group in a given grade, for example: two third grade groups or three
ninth grade English classes. The writer is cognizant of grouping done in
this manner as well as grouping done by scores on scholastic aptitude
test and teacher judgment. The writer is interested in this problem be¬
cause the point is held that uniformity of ability and achievement within
an instructional group is a desirable condition for education and a goal
G, Reeder, "The Fundamentals of Public School Administration,"
Education (Monthly Magazine). 1951, pp. 550-551.
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for further activities.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge.--The writer feels that
the findings of this study will make clear or it will support the present
practices and encourage their use on a wider scale. It will also pro¬
vide information to the Howard High School Annex personnel and its
students concerning ability grouping.
Statement of Problem.--The prohlan of this study was to ascertain
the effectiveness of two methods of ability grouping of selected eighth
grade students at the Howard High School Annex, Atlanta, Georgia, for
the school year 1963-1964, with emphasis upon the achievement of the
students in subject matter areas.
Limitations of Study.—This study was limited to the following:
1. The eighth grade pupils enrolled at the Howard High School
who previously attended the North Avenue and the H. R.
Butler Elementary Schools.
2. The extent to which the standardized test materials were
valid for the subjects tested.
3. To a comparison of the significance of differences found
among the special grouping of pupils in two areas of
competence: (a) academic or scholastic achievement as measured
by the Iowa Every-Pupil Test of Basic Skills, and (b)
scholastic aptitude as measured by the Otis Quick-Scoring
Test of Mental Ability.
Statement of Purpose.—The major purpose of this study was to
obtain a comprehensive picture of the ability grouping of eighth grade
students at Howard High School Annex and to test the effectiveness of two
methods involved in the grouping process in terms of student achievement
as indicated by scores obtained on the Iowa Every-Pupil Test of Basic
Skills. More specifically, the purposes of this research are as follows:
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1. To describe two processes of ability grouping employed
at the Howard High School Annex and to see if differences
in student achievement could be attributed to socio¬
economic factors.
2. To determine the significance of the difference, if any,
in intelligence of fast, average, and slow groups of
selected eighth graders at the Howard High School Annex
as measured by the Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental
Ability.
3. To determine the measure of central tendency and varia¬
bility in achievement of the fast, average, and slow
groups of selected eighth graders at the Howard High
School Annex as measured by the Iowa Every-Pupil Test of
Basic Skills.
4. To determine the significance of differences, if any, in
achievement of the fast, average, and slow groups of
selected eighth graders at the Howard High School Annex
as measured by the Iowa Every-Pupil Test of Basic Skills.
5. To determine the consistency with which the three groups
of selected students achieved according to their designated
grouping of fast, average, and slow at the Howard High
School Annex.
6. To determine the growth in achievement experienced by the
two groups of students during the year as measured by the
Iowa Every-Pupil Test of Basic Skills.
7. To determine the better of the two methods employed in
the ability grouping of the students at the Howard High
School Annex.
8. To formulate whatever implications, reccmmendations, and
conclusions may be derived from the analysis and inter¬
pretation of the data treated.
Locale of Study.--This study was conducted at the Howard High
School Annex, Atlanta, Georgia, during the school year 1963-1964. The
1963-1964 enrollment was five hundred and seventy-two pupils, all of
whom were in the eighth grade.
Method of Research.--The descriptive survey method of research
was used with the data being statistically analyzed by the use of
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standardized tests.
Method of Procedure.--The procedural steps used in conducting
this study are as follows:
1. Permission was secured to conduct the study from school
adminis tration.
2. Literature pertinent to the study was surveyed and present¬
ed in summarized form.
3. The subjects of the investigation were tested with the
Iowa Every-Pupil Test of Basic Skills (Advanced Form)
and the Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability
(Form EM). The achievement test was administered again
at the close of the school year.
4. The data derived from these instruments were organized
into appropriate tables and treated statistically as
determined by the statement of purpose of this study.
5. The following statistical measures were employed:
mean, median, standard deviation, standard error, and
Fisher's "t."
6. The findings, conclusions, implications, and recom¬
mendations are foxmd in Chapter Three.
Survey of Related Literature.--The writer feels that information
presented in the following paragraphs is pertinent to the understanding
of this proposed study.
Uneven educational progress has been a ma;^or concern of the school
for a long time. The graded school idea was sponsored by Horace Mann,
Henry Bernard, and their co-workers during the 1830's and 40's, and just
as the school has become graded, so are the homerooms with emphasis upon
scholastic aptitude and achievement. Walter W. Cook states:
The effectiveness of general ability grouping depends upon
the relative magnitude of trait differences. It is based on
the hypothesis that there is relatively little variation from
trait to trait within the individual, that all traits with
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which the school is concerned are substantially correlated,^
The major concern of recent studies of ability grouping has been
the effects on the gifted themselves. Attention to the effects
of ability grouping procedures on the total school population is limit¬
ed to the flurry of studies which appeared in the early 1930's under
the heading of "homogeneous vs, heterogeneous" grouping.
To seek at least partial answers to questions about the effects
and the effectiveness of narrow- and broad-range ability grouped class¬
es, the Talented Youth Project in cooperation with the board of education
of the City of New York, imdertook a two-year study. The specific
purpose of the study was to explore differences in achievement, social
and personal relations, interests and attitudes toward self and towards
school of intermediate grade children when grouped in classes with
various intellectual ability.
The general hypothesis tested was as follows: neither the
presence nor the absence of gifted pupils, nor the range of abilities
in any given classroom, nor the relative position of a particular ability
level within the range will affect the attainment of elementary school
pupils.
To assess the effects of ability grouping on the academic and
personal social learning of elementary school pupils, a population had
to be chosen. Five ability levels were designated as follows: gifted,
IQ, 130 and above; very bright, IQ, 120-129; bright, IQ, 110-119; high
Walter W, Cook, "Individual Differences and Curriculimi Practice,"
Journal of Educational Psychology, XxXlX (March, 1948), p. 141,
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average, IQ, 100-109; and low and below average, IQ, 99 and lower.
This study set out to assess the effects of ability grouping
per se, without any attempt to predetermine, control, or examine the
content or methods used in the various patterns. If, as it is so often
believed, narrowing the ability range in a classroom facilitates the
provisions of more appropriate learning tasks, makes more teacher time
available to pupils of a given ability level, and stimulates the teacher
to vary his teaching procedure, depending upon the level of the group,
then pupils of every ability level should do better just as a result of
being in classes where the ability range is limited.
To assess growth in achievement, the subjects were pre- and post-
tested on alternative forms of the Science Research Associates Achieve¬
ment Series. The test consisted of four areas: (1) work study skills,
(2) reading, (3) language arts, and (4) arithmetic. Each of these major
areas was divided into two or more sub-sections. The grade level range
for each of the nine tests is from 2.0 to 10.0. In addition, Stanford
Achievement Tests in science and social studies (Intermediate Level),
range from grade 1.1 to 12.0, were administered at the same time. The
only tests which provided an adequate ceiling for the gifted pupils were
the Stanford Achievement Science and Social Studies Test (12th grade top)
and the SRA Arithmetic Computation Test where the pre-test scores of the
gifted group were sufficiently low to allow for substantial increments
from the beginning of the fifth to the end of the sixth grades.
A comparison of the achievement gains of the four lower ability
levels in classes where they were with gifted pupils and in those in which
there were no gifted pupils, found the following results: (1) In science.
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the presence of gifted pupils had a consistently upgrading effect.
In every instance where gifted pupils were present, all the other
pupils made greater gains than in classes where the gifted were absent.
(2) In social studies the presence of the gifted had an upgrading
effect only on the achievement of very bright and bright pupils, and
this only when there were less able pupils present. When these latter
pupils were absent, the very bright and bright did better in social
studies without the gifted than with them. In all other subjects,
the presence of the gifted was not consistently upgrading nor down¬
grading.^
Richard C. Anderson, in his treatment of homogeneous group¬
ing, devised a plan with two special features. The first was non-
graded, homogeneous grouping, and the second was teacher speciali¬
zation. His purpose was to devise a plan whereby students could be
grouped according to achievement, and teachers could then become
specialized.
To form the classes, all the children in every elementary
school who would be traditionally in grades 4, 5, and 6 were classified
as high or low in ability, on the basis of results on the California
Test of Mental Maturity. Children from each of these two categories
were then placed in a language arts-social studies class and in a
mathematics-science class. Placement in the language arts-social
studies class was based on the pupils' total reading scores on the Iowa
Test of Basic Skills, and placement in the mathematics-science class
^Miriam L. Goldberg and A. Harry Passow, "The Effects of Ability
Grouping,” Education (Monthly Magazine), LII (September, 1961-May, 1962),
pp. 482-487.
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was based on the pupils' total arithmetic score on the Iowa Test of
Basic Skills.
Every effort was made to place each child in the class appro¬
priate for his ability and achievement. When group test scores alone
are used to classify children, some pupils may be placed above or
below their true level of achievement and ability. Therefore, provisions
were made to change the placement of a child if group test scores seem¬
ed inaccurate.
The plan succeeded in narrowing the range of achievement with¬
in classes. In 1960-61 the mean range of reading achievement in
language arts and social studies classes using this plan was 1.93 years,
whereas the typical graded class range was between four and six years.
Non-graded homogeneous grouping may make it possible for
children of all levels of achievement and ability to achieve more.
Under this arrangement there are no built-in barriers to rapid progress
by the able child. The pressure to place instruction beyond the level
of the less able children is reduced.^
Wallen and Vowles were concerned with comparing achievement out¬
comes of intraclass ability grouping vs. non-grouping procedures in
arithmetic instruction where the basis of grouping was the student's
arithmetic achievement level.
The effects of ability grouping for instructional purposes,
though frequently debated, has been the focus of surprisingly little
^Richard C. Anderson, "The Case for Non-Graded Homogeneous
Grouping," The Elementary School Journal, (January, 1962), p. 193.
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research.
Two elementary schools were involved in the study, both serving
rather new sutr-divisions of Salt Lake City. Each school employs two
teachers, one male and one female, making a total of four teachers who
participated in the study.
The basis for grouping, when done, was the appropriate adminis¬
tration of the arithmetic subtest of the California Achievement Test.
It was found that each of four sixth grade teachers employed both
ability grouping and non-grouping methods in arithmetic instruction
during one academic year. Grouping was based on the arithmetic tests
of the California Achievement Tests. Students were tested at the be¬
ginning of the year and at the end of both semesters with equivalent
forms. No significant difference was found between grouping and non¬
grouping procedures. A significant difference was found between teachers,
one teacher achieving considerably higher student performance than
others
The range of differences among school children in many
intellectual and psychomotor abilities and other characteristics is
clearly defined. Less clearly defined are the factors which contribute
to the differences. Previously, no statistically significant difference
was found among groups of low, average and high IQ children in retention
of arithmetic problems, graded to each child's achievement level
(Klausmeler 6e Feldhusen, 1959); nor in emotional adjustment, integration
^Norman E. Wallen and Robert 0. Vowles, "'The Effects of Intra¬
class Ability Grouping on Arithmetic Achievement in the Sixth Grade,"
Journal of Educational Psychology. LI (1960), pp. 159-163.
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of self-concept, and achievement in relation to expectancy (Klausmier,
Check, and Feldhusen, 1960).
The subjects were 20 boys and 20 girls with WISC IQ's of 55-80,
20 boys and 20 girls with WISC IQ's of 90-110, and 20 boys and girls
with WISC IQ's of 120-146. The 80 children of high and average IQ's
were enrolled in 15 regular fifth grade classes of two large public
school systems; and the 40 low IQ children were enrolled in 14 special
classes for educable mentally retarded children in the same school.
The purpose of the study was to examine behavior among children
of low, average, and high intelligence during problem solving situations
and it was found that differences among groups of children of low,
average, and high IQ's were found in observed behaviors as they solved
problems, graded in difficulty to their present achievement level. The
high IQ children showed a greater incidence than the average and the
low, and the average a greater incidence than the low in making and
correcting mistakes independently, verifying solutions, and using a
logical approach; whereas the low IQ showed a greater incidence than
the average and the high, and the average a greater incidence than the
high in non-persistence, offering an incorrect solution, and using a
random approach. The high IQ children were superior to the low in ef¬
ficiency of methods, as ascertained by the ratio of nianber of moves
made to the best number required for solution of the problem. Differences
in performances among individuals within IQ groups were also large.^
Herbert J. Klausmeier and Leo J. Laughlin, "Behavior During
Problem Solving Among Children of Low, Average and High Intelligence,"
Journal of Educational Psychology, LII, pp. 148-152.
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The purpose of this study was to test the null hypothesis that
children grouped homogeneously by subject matter achievement, and who
were given instructional materials on their achievement level, would
show no greater achievement as a result than pupils who were grouped
heterogeneously and followed a regular course study.
During the 1959-1960 school session, pupils in five fourth
grade classes at Deek Creek Elementary School participated in the
study as experimental subjects. Control subjects were selected from
the fourth grades of two other Norfolk Cotmty Schools.
At the close of the third grade, experimental and control
pupils were given the Iowa Test of Basic Skills. Grouping of experi¬
mental classes for fourth grade study was effected through the use of
scores from the test. Homogeneous groups were formed in three areas:
arithmetic, langtiage and reading. On the basis of the evidence gather¬
ed in this study, the hypothesis could not be rejected. Here, too, as
in many other studies, homogeneous grouping failed to realt^e its
theoretical possibilities.
Experimental and control pupils were closely matched in terms
of achievement at the beginning of the experiment. However, it may be
that many variables that need to be controlled in experimentation with
human behavior evaded control in this study.
The theoretical possibility still exists that educational
experiences can be made more pointed and more meaningful when teachers
can plan them for a class with a narrower range of differences.^
^William F. Koontz, **A Study of Achievement as a Function of
Homogeneous Grouping," Journal of Experimental Education. XXX >
December, 1961, pp. 249-253. ’
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Kincaid and Epley's experiment in cluster grouping made avail¬
able the following information: clustering of gifted pupils in a
single classroom facilitates the provisions of materials and equip¬
ment which helps to meet special needs of pupils.
The basic point of view of the Los Angeles City School is
that every pupil should be helped to make the most of his potentiali¬
ties. Intellectually gifted pupils, however, differ from the majority
of their classmates in their ability to master abstract concepts and
in their speed of comprehension. These differences emphasize the
importance of individualized instruction in order to challenge the
interests and abilities of the gifted.
Intellectually gifted children were defined in this experiment
as those who are in the top two per cent of the total school population
as measured by an intelligence test. These students then met with
reserve teachers and administrators for one or more hours per week to
receive instruction around individual interests and capabilities. It
was found that cluster grouping provides an added basis for consider-
eration of acceleration, stimulates and motivates gifted pupils by
placing them in association with other children of similar abilities
and interests, and increases the learning of the gifted pupils.^
Labdell and Von Ness state: homogeneous grouping, or ability
grouping has as its purpose the reduction of the range of ability with¬
in a given classroom. This reduction, it is claimed by the proponents
Donald J. Kincaid and Thelma M. Epley, "Cluster Grouping,"
Education CMonthly Magazine), XXXI (September, 1960-May, 1961), p. 136.
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of ability grouping, will make teaching more effective by decreasing
the number of different activities the teacher must plan,^
The general problem investigated in this study by Holmes and
Harvey was the differential effects, if any, of two methods of group¬
ing children in arithmetic. Standard arithmetic tests were administer¬
ed to six classes, two each in the third, fourth, and sixth grade
levels. Moreover, arithmetic attitudes and socio-metric scales were
administered to the sixth grade class. All tests and scales were
administered at the beginning and at the end of each part of the study.
Data, so obtained, were analyzed and the following conclusions with
respect to the experimental situation were drawn. The method of
grouping used in organizing these arithmetic classes made very little
difference with regard to promoting subject-matter outcomes. Regard¬
less of the methods used, grouping did not increase already existing
differences in knowledge of arithmetic. Specifically, students who
were at or above grade-level in arithmetic at the beginning of the
semester did not necessarily learn more arithmetic than did students
who were below grade-level in arithmetic at the beginning of the
semester.
The data suggest that a widening of the gap between high and
low intelligence quotient groups tended to occur with respect to know¬
ledge of arithmetic. This was irrespective of the method of grouping.
The data of this study support the conclusion that the method
Lawrence 0. Labdell and William J. Von Ness, "Grouping and
Enrichment," Education (Monthly Magazine). (September, 1961-June, 1962),
p. 399.
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used in grouping arithmetic classes in order to meet individual
differences is not particularly crucial.^
A study in cross grouping has been underway for several years
at Central Beach Elementary School, Dade County, Florida, It was
observed that certain elementary school pupils learned their fundamen¬
tal linguistic and arithmetic skills in about half the time it took
the average child to master them. Therefore, the study was concerned
with the grouping of these fast students wherein instructions in
academic matter would be more challenging.
The high ability pupils were identified by the teachers and
through a testing program administered by psychologists from the
diagnostic center. The term cross grouping was devised from the fact
that the fifth and sixth grade teachers send their high ability pupils
from the heterogeneously grouped classes to a resource group teacher
for the morning session.
It was found in this experiment that no significant loss in
social relationships between pupils was evidenced in cross grouping,
(2) significant gains were made in academic achievement, (3) the sub¬
jective judgment of teachers indicated that balanced cross grouping
provided increased opportunities to develop creative talents and to
encourage aesthetic appreciation, (4) it is important that lines of
communication be kept open between all persons included in the program,
(5) it is vital that the program be carefully planned in terms of
Darrell Holmes and Lois Harvey, **An Evaluation of Two Methods
of Grouping, **Educational Research Bulletin. No, 54, p. 213,
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purposes and objectives to insure a balance between language arts,
science and mathematics, and (6) the identification of high ability
pupils in the elementary schools should include more than one measure
of ability because of their immaturity and their inability to respond
accurately to measuring instruments which require reading and writing.^
To give concreteness to the thesis of this article by Arthur
G. Ramey, a study of grouping practices as developed at one school.
Nightingale Junior High School, Los Angeles, will be reviewed. In
this study, each grade was divided into sections of thirty to thirty-
five pupils and the groups labeled A, B, C, D, etc., the letters con¬
tinued as far as necessary to take care of all the groups. These
students were grouped on the basis of reading grade scores, and the
judgment of teacher and counselor. The sections were then programmed
as far as possible in these ability groups for English, Social Studies,
Arithmetic, and Science. Physical Education, Music, Art, Homemaking,
Industrial Arts, and other electives made no attempt to keep them to¬
gether, but there was a tendency for the same pupils to remain together
in most of their subjects because of the nature of the master schedule.
As a part of a school workshop on reading, one of the committees
decided to take a closer look at this grouping. Just how homogeneous
were the groups? What was the effect on the counselors, teachers, and
pupils of the A, B, C system of labeling? Might there be more effective
ways of grouping classes?
^Jeff West and Callie Sievers, "Experiment in Cross Grouping,"
Journal of Educational Research, No. 2, (October, 1960), p. 70.
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The five ability groups in the 8A class were studied by making
a scattergram to show the distribution of grade placement scores on:
expectancy, reading vocabulary, reading ccanprehension, arithmetic
reasoning, arithmetic fundamentals, language and spelling. All of
the groups showed a concentration of scores around the median, but
the grouping itself was not as marked or significant as the range of
scores within each group. On the range, there was almost complete
overlapping.
This survey showed what most studies have revealed: that
there is no really homogeneous group, and, in a practical school
situation, it is difficult even to maintain a close alikeness of
pupils in groups.
As a result of this survey, it was decided that relatively
few groups would be more realistic and practical than an attempt to
differentiate numerous groupings. It was felt that we could think
basically in terms of fair groupings: (1) fast moving groups, (2)
regular or average groups, (3) slow or remedial groups, and (4) special
training groups (75 IQ and below). To avoid, at least for a time,
some of the generalizations that come from sequential labeling. A, B, C,
or X, Y, Z, the groups were designated G-R-O-W in that order. With
these j^our groupings, the counselors, in consultation with the teachers,
were able to group on a more meaningful and consistent basis, without
the rigidity of the former system.^
Arthur G. Ramey, "A New Look at Ability Grouping in the Junior
High School,'* California Journal of Secondary Education. j&XI
O^ay, 1956), p. 289.
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It was definitely recognized that under this or any other
system of grouping, we cannot expect to teach without considerations
for some forms of grouping within the class and constant provision
for individual differences.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to present, analyze and interpret
the data obtained by administering stardardized tests to the selected
students at Howard High School Annex who came from the North Avenue
Elementary School and the H. R. Butler Elementary School grouped as
fast, average, and slow on the basis of teacher judgment and scores
earned on the Stanford Achievement Test.
The data were analyzed and interpreted in view of the purposes
stated in Chapter I of this study.
The review of the literature related to the problem of this
research revealed a wealth of source material dealing with the theories
and researches pertinent to the problem of grouping according to
ability. On the other hand, literature on the problem of adequately
grouping students on the bais of'intelligence, and achievement points
in the direction that homogeneously grouped students tend to achieve
more regardless of their intellectual level.
Much of the confusion in our thinking about this problem
arises from failure to define terms clearly. "Grouping” may mean
assignment to school, or special class, to grade level, to parallel
sections in the same grade, or to sub-divisions of the teacher’s class.
The second source of confusion lies in our definition of
"homogeneous.” Because intelligence tests placed new anphasis on
individual differences, homogeneous grouping on the basis of mental




The kinds of groups that represent the normal life situation
are the family and the friendship groups. The former being close in
terms of similarity of interest and ability and the latter being canposed
of people of approximately the same age, intelligence (the correlation
is about .50), and the socio-economic background (correlation about
.25) The school should be, then, a natural extension of what we
find in the face-to-face situation in life. The school should
represent the heterogeneous community, with many different kinds of
special classes and many activities to meet varying interests. There
should be much contact between such groups, not only on the playground
and in assembly activities, but also much interchange between classes.
The classroom group, however, should be homogeneous in interest,
ability, and fimction.
Criterion for Reliability.--Fisher*s "t,” designed for the
computation of differences when the samples are small, was used in
this study. For determining the significant difference between the
means of the North Avenue Elementary School pupils and the H. R. Butler
Elementary School pupils, the writer used forty degrees of freedom,
with operation at the five per cent level of confidence. To be
significant at the five per cent level of confidence, with forty
degrees of freedom, "t** must be 2.021, However, determining the
1
May Seagoe Gowan, ''Why Homogeneous Grouping," The California
Journal of Secondary Education (January, 1955), p. 22,
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significant difference between the means within each group, the
writer used twelve degrees of freedom. For "t" to be significant
at the five per cent level of confidence with twelve degrees of
freedom, it must be 2.179.
Description of Process of Ability Grouping.--The process of
ability grouping employed at the Howard High School Annex is based up¬
on the grouping procedure that the feeder schools used in sending their
students to the Annex. That is, each school used a variation of the
teacher judgment and standardized test method except the North Avenue
Elementary School which used only the teacher judgment method of group¬
ing and the H. R. Butler Elementary School which used only the
Standardized Test method of grouping. This being the case, the students,
when arriving at the Howard High School Annex, were grouped on the
basis of feeder schools reporting their intellectual abilities.
The two methods chosen by the writer were the methods employ¬
ed by the North Avenue Elementary School and the H. R. Butler Elemen¬
tary School, teacher judgment, and standardized test scores respective¬
ly.
Presentation of Data for this Study.—For this study to be mean¬
ingful, certain variables had to be accounted for, since socio¬
economic status and educational level of the parents are positively
related to a student's ability, as reported by Warner in his book.
Social Class in America.^
^Lloyd W. Warner
and Brothers, I960, pp.




The occupations of the parents of the students are divided
into eleven occupational groups as follows:
V - Professional and semi-professional workers. This includes
individuals who "perform advisory, administrative or research work
which is based upon the established principles of a profession or
science and which requires professional, scientific or technical train¬
ing equivalent to that represented by graduation from a college or
university of recognized standing."
0 - Farmers and farm managers. This includes individuals
who work their own farms or individuals who manage and supervise the
running of farms for the owner.
1 - Proprietors, managers and officials, except farm. A
proprietor is an entrepreneur who owns and, alone or with assistance,
operates his own business and is responsible for making and carrying
out its policies. A manager is one who manages all or a part of the
business of another person or agency; who has large responsibility in
the making and carrying out of the policies of the business; and who,
through assistance, is charged with planning and supervising the work
of others. An official has large responsibilities in the making and
carrying out of the policies of the concern.
2 - Clerical, sales, and kindred workers. A clerical or kindred
worker is one who, under supervision, performs one or more office activi¬
ties, usually routine, such as preparing, transcribing, and filing
written communications and records.3- Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers. This includes
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individuals engaged in a manual pursuit, usually not routine, for the
pursuance of which a long period of training or apprenticeship is
usually necessary and which in its pursuance calls for a high degree
of judgment or manual dexterity, and for ability to work with a minimum
of supervision and to exercise responsibility for valuable production
and equipment. These individuals may direct other workers under
supervision.
4.- Operatives and kindred workers. This includes individuals
"engaged in manual pursuit, usually routine, for the pursuance of which
only a short period or no period of preliminary training is usually
necessary and which in its pursuance usually calls for the exercise of
only a moderate degree of muscular force."
5 - Domestic service workers include those individuals perform¬
ing personal service in private homes.
6 - Protective service workers. A protective service worker is
one engaged in protecting life or property.
7 - Service workers, except domestic and protective, are those
"engaged in cleaning and janitor services in buildings other than
private homes, or performing services often of an individual character
for other persons as a barber, cook, waitress, or practical nurse."
8 - Farm laborers and foremen. A fara laborer is a hired
worker or unpaid member of a farm operator's family who works on a farm.
A farm foreman is one who directs farm laborers under the supervision
of a farmer or farm manager.
9 - Laborers, except farm, are those "engaged in a manual
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pursuit, usually routine, for the pursuance of which no special train¬
ing, judgment or manual dexterity is usually necessary and in which
the worker usually supplies muscular strength for the performance
of coarse, heavy work."
To determine the socio-economic index, the family's bread
winner was rated on the basis of his occupational and educational
level. The highest grade completed was used as an education index
and occupations were classified according to the systems discussed
above. The two were combined to form a socio-economic index.
In Table 1, the subjects are divided into three groups, the
first seven subjects constitute the fast group, the second seven
subjects constitute the average group, and the last seven subjects
constitute the slow group. It is evident in Table 1 that the fast
group had a mean score in education and occupation of 16 and a range
of 8. The average group had a mean of 11 and a range of 18, while
the slow group had a mean of 13 and a range of 9.
These data support the belief that socio-economic status and
education would not influence the grouping of students. Since the
differences within each group are greater than the differences be¬






EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF THE PUPILS'
THE NORTH AVENUE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
Subiects Education Occupation Total
FAST
1 12 7 19
2 10 7 17
3 9 3 12
4 11 5 16
5 11 5 16
6 11 7 18
7 7 7 14
AVERAGE
8 7 7 14
9 12 9 21
10 11 7 18
11 0 9 9
12 0 9 9
13 0 4 4
14 9 5 14
SLOW
15 8 0t 8
16 8 7 15
17 8 0* 8
18 8 5 13
19 9 7 16
20 11 4 15
21 8 7 15
*Unemployed
It may be seen in Table 2 that the mean for the fast group
was 15 and the range 8, whereas the mean for the average group was
16 and the range was 16. The slow group, however, had a mean of 14
and a range of 15. These data about the students from the H. R. Butler
Elementary School point in the direction that socio-economic status
and education did not influence the grouping in any way.
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TABLE 2
OCCUPATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF THE PUPILS'
PARENTS FROM THE H. R. BUTLER ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
Subiects Education Occupations Total
FAST
1 12 6 18
2 12 4 16
3 11 7 18
4 8 4 12
5 11 0 11
6 11 5 16
7 9 5 14
AVERAGE
8 12 7 19
9 0 4 4
10 12 7 19
11 11 7 18
12 11 7 18
13 12 7 19
14 8 7 15
SLOW
15 12 0 12
16 11 4 15
17 12 7 19
18 10 5 15
19 8 7 15
20 12 7 19
21 0 5 5
To further substantiate the data found in Tables 1 and 2,
Table 3 may be inspected. In Table 3 the mean of the occupational
level of the parents of the students involved from the North Avenue
Elementary School was 13 and the range was 18. For the H. R. Butler
Elementary School the mean of the occupational and educational level
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of the parents of the students involved was 15 and the range was 16.
Therefore, the difference between the means of the North Avenue
Elementary School and the H. R, Butler Elementary School in occupation¬
al and educational status was 2.
TABLE 3
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS OF THE NORTH AVENUE AND
THE H. R. BUTLER ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS





Fisher's "t" test of significance was employed to determine
if the difference in the groups was significant in terms of occupa¬
tional and educational status of the parents and if the grouping
process was influenced in any way by these factors.
Operating at the five per cent level of confidence with forty
degrees of freedom, to be significant, "t" must equal or exceed 2.021.
The obtained '*t" for the two groups was 1.15. Since the obtained '*t'*
did not reach 2.021, the difference between the two groups was not
significant.
The students upon entering Howard High School Annex were given
the Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability. The data derived from
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this test are shown in Table 4 for the North Avenue Elementary School
and Table 5 for the H. R. Butler Elementary School.
TABLE 4
INTELLIGENCE TEST SCORES OF THE STUDENTS










n 7 7 7
Mean 96 87 71
Median 97.9 88.9 72.5
S. D. 4.20 5.91 4.44
S. E. 1.58 2.23 1.67
These data point in the direction that there is a definite
difference in intelligence of the three groups from the North Avenue
Elementary School, The fast group is actually faster than the average
group and the average group is faster than the slow group in intelli¬
gence. However, to be more specific, a "t" test of significance was
worked to see if these differences could be substantiated and the
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findings are as follows: operating at the five per cent level of
confidence with twelve degrees of freedom, the ”t*’ obtained between
the fast and the average group was 2.25. To be significant at the
five per cent level with twelve degrees of freedom, "t” must equal
2.179. Since the obtained '*t” was 2.25, the difference between the
fast and the average group was significant.
The difference between the average and the slow group was foimd
to be significant, since operating at the five per cent level of
confidence a "t" of 4.00 was obtained and this value exceeded the
required value of 2.179.
The ”t” test of significance when used to determine the
significance of the difference that existed between the fast and the
slow groups from the North Avenue Elementary School yielded the follow¬
ing results: "t** was 10.00 which made the difference between the
groups significant at the five per cent level of confidence with
twelve degrees of freedom and surpassing the required ”t*' value of
2.179.
As previously stated, the data for the H, R. Butler Elemen¬
tary School might be found in Table 5. Table 5 shows the intelli¬
gence test scores for the H. R. Butler Elementary School.
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TABLE 5
INTELLIGENCE TEST SCORES OF THE STUDENTS










n 7 7 7
Mean 92 82 74
Median 92.5 83.5 76
S. D. 5.49 10.38 4.38
S. E. 2.07 3.91 1.65
These data from the intelligence test scores of the pupils
from the H. R. Butler Elementary School show that the fast group had
a mean intelligence score of 92. The average group from the same
school had a mean intelligence score of 82, and the slow group had a
mean intelligence score of 74. This being the case, the fast group
was actually faster than the average and the average faster than the
slow. Not being satisfied with these data alone, the writer employed
a ”t" test of significance to determine if the differences justified
the types of groups used.
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The difference between the fast and the average groups
yielded a '*t*' result of 1,89 at the five per cent level of confidence
with twelve degrees of freedom. Since the required "t” value is
2.179 for twelve degrees of freedom at the five per cent level of
confidence, the difference between the fast and the average groups was
not significant.
The value of the difference obtained between the average and
the slow group was 1,33 at the five per cent level of confidence and
with twelve degrees of freedom. This ’’t'* value of 1,33 was not
significant at the five per cent level of confidence with twelve
degrees of freedom, the required value being 2,179, Therefore, the
average and the slow groups from the H, R. Butler Elementary School
did not differ significantly.
Fisher's "t" used to test the difference between the fast
and the slow groups from the H, R. Butler Elementary School was opera¬
tive at the five per cent level of confidence with twelve degrees of
freedom. To be significant, "t” must equal 2.179. The obtained "t"
for the two groups was 4.50, which means that the difference between
the fast and the slow groups firom the H. R. Butler Elementary School
was significant at the five per cent level of confidence with twelve
degrees of freedom.
Having ruled out the influence of socio-economic status and
educational status of the homes from which the pupils came, the writer
desired to know if the groups from the North Avenue Elementary School
and the H, R. Butler Elementary School were sufficiently equal in
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intelligence to warrant comparison of the two methods, teacher
judgment and standardized test results, and obtain valid results,
Fisher's "t" was again used to detemine the significance
of the difference between the two schools in intelligence. The re¬
quired "t" at the five per cent level of confidence with forty de¬
grees of freedom was 2,021. The value of ”t" between the two groups
was ,07, therefore, the groups from the North Avenue Elementary
School and the H, R. Butler Elementary School did not differ signifi¬
cantly in intelligence.
The writer found it necessary to determine the initial
academic status of the students from the North Avenue Elementary
School and the H. R. Butler Elementary School. To determine this
status the Iowa Every-Pupil Test of Basic Skills (Advanced Form) was
used. The initial status of the pupils from the North Avenue Elemen¬
tary School is shown in Table 6 and for the H. R. Butler Elementary
School in Table 7,
These data show that in terms of achievement, the fast group
was actually faster than the average group and the average group was
faster than the slow group.
To be certain of the difference that existed between each
group, Fisher's "t" test of significance was employed. These data
are shown in Table 8.
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TABLE 6
THE MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY IN
ACHIEVEMENT AND INTELLIGENCE OF THE FAST,
AVERAGE, AND SLOW GROUPS FROM THE
NORTH AVENUE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
Groups Mean Median S. D. S. E.
FAST
l.Q. 96 97.9 4.20 1.58
Reading 5.8 5.9 1.51 .57
Mathematics 5.8 5.6 .74 .28
AVERAGE
l.Q 87 88.9 5.91 2.23
Reading 5.6 5.3 .69 .22
Mathematics 5.6 5.6 .20 .08
SLOW
l.Q. 71 72.5 4.44 1.67
Reading 4.2 4.1 .18 .08'.






CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY
AND INTELLIGENCE OF THE FAST,




Groups Mean Median S. D. S. E.
FAST
l.Q. 92 92.5 5.49 2.07
Reading 6.5 6.5 .74 .28
Mathematics 6.7 6.1 1.10 .42
AVERAGE
l.Q. 82 83.5 10.38 3.91
Reading 4.6 4.3 .69 .26
Mathematics 5.6 5.5 .44 .17
TABLE 7--Continued
Groups Mean Median S. D. S. E.
SLOW
I.Q. 74 76 4.38 1.65
Reading 4.3 4.3 .21 .08
Mathematics 5.7 5.8 .27 .10
The students from the H. R. Butler Elementary School grouped
as fast, average, and slow were actually fast, average, and slow In
terms of achievement up to this point. The writer obtained the
significance of this difference by using Fisher's ”t.” The data
from this statistical emplo3nnent are found In Table 9.
The writer found It necessary to work a "t" test of signifi¬
cance to determine the significance of the difference between the
groups from each school. These data are found In Tables 8 and 9.
TABLE 8
"t" TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE FAST, AVERAGE,
AND SLOW GROUPS FROM THE NORTH AVENUE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Groups Reading Mathematics







tt^lt TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE











For the North Avenue Elementary School, it was found that
in reading, the fast group did not differ significantly from the
average group. The required *'t’* at the five per cent level of
confidence with twelve degrees of freedom was 2,179. The obtained
’•t" was .28, Therefore, the difference between the fast and the
average group was not significant in reading.
The difference between the average and the slow group was
1,86. Since this value did not reach the required "t” value of
2.179, the difference in the average and the slow group was not signi¬
ficant in reading,
A "t” of 2.31 was obtained between the fast :and the slow
groups from the North Avenue Elementary School. This difference,
at the five per cent level of confidence with twelve degrees of free¬
dom exceeded the required 2.179 and was significant.
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In mathematics, the obtained difference between the fast and
the average groups was ,40. To be significant at the five per cent
level of confidence with twelve degrees of freedom, "t" must be
2,179, Since the obtained “t" did not equal the required "t,” the
difference between the fast and the average groups from the North
Avenue Elementary School was not significant.
The difference between the average and the slow group in
mathematics was 4.59, This value exceeded the required "t" of 2.179
and was significant,
Fisher's "t** at the five per cent level of confidence with
twelve degrees of freedom is 2,179, The difference between the fast
and the slow groups was 3.58, Since this value was greater than the
required 2.179 the difference between these two groups was significant.
For the H. R, Butler Elementary School it was found that in
reading, the fast group did not differ significantly from the average
group. The "t" obtained was 2,11. To be significant at the five
per cent level of confidence with twelve degrees of freedom "t" must
be 2.179, Therefore, the fast and the average groups did not differ
significantly in reading,
TBne average and the slow groups did not differ significantly
in reading. The obtained "t" was .03 and to be significant "t" miist
equal 2.179 at the five per cent level of confidence with twelve
degrees of freedom.
The fast and the slow groups did differ in reading. The
value for the difference between these two groups was 5.47 which was
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more than enough to make it significant at the five per cent level
of confidence with twelve degrees of freedom.
In mathematics, the difference between the fast and the
average group was 3,54. This difference was significant at the five
per cent level of confidence with twelve degrees of freedom. That is,
it surpassed the required "t" value of 2.179.
The difference between the average and the slow was also
significant at the five per cent level of confidence with twelve
degrees of freedom. The obtained *'t" was 3.33, which was more than
the "t" of 2,179 required to be significant.
The difference between the fast and the slow group was signi¬
ficant in mathematics. The required ”t" was 2.179 at the five per
cent level of confidence with twelve degrees of freedom. The obtained
"t" was 2.27 making the difference significant.
The data in Tables 10 and 11 were compiled from the second
administration of the Iowa Every-Pupil Test of Basic Skills. The
writer, after analyzing this data, was interested in how the groups
performed in relation to their stated ability.
To test the effectiveness of the grouping and to see if
the fast group was actually faster than the average, and the average
faster than the slow, a ”t" test of significance was employed. The
findings from the use of this statistical measure are fotmd in
Tables 13 and 14
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TABLE 10
THE MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND VARIABILITY OF THE ACHIEVEMENT
SCORES ON THE SECOND ADMINISTRATION OF THE IOWA EVERY-PUPIL
TEST OF BASIC SKILLS FOR NORTH AVENUE ELEMENTMtJ. SCHOOL
Groups Mean Median S. D. S. E.
FAST
Reading 6.9 7.3 1.25 .49
Mathematics 6.5 6.4 .78 .29
AVERAGE
Reading 6.0 5.9 1.07 .40
Mathematics 6.1 6.2 .52 .19
SLOW
Reading 4.6 4.8 .08 .03
Mathematics 4.8 4.91 .16 .06
TABLE 11
THE MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND' -VARIABILITY OF THE ACHIEVEMENT
SCORES ON THE SECOND ADMINISTRSftON OF THE IOWA EVERY-
PUPIL TEST OF BASIC SKILLS FOR THE H. R. BUTLER
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Groups Mean Median S. D. S. E.
FAST
Reading 7.3 7.4 1.00 .37
Mathematics 7.3 6.9 1.31 .49
AVERAGE
Reading 5.3 5.5 .65 .24
Mathematics 6.0 5.9 .70 .26
SLOW
Reading 5.2 5.3 .94 .35
Mathematics 5.6 5.7 .14 .05
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TABLE 12
"t" TEST OF SIOJIFICANCE FOR THE FAST, AVERAGE, AND
SLOW GROUPS FROM THE NORTH AVENUE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL ON THE SECOND ADMINISTRATION OF









These data show us that in reading, the fast group did not
differ significantly from the average group in terms of achievement.
The criterion set for the significance of a difference is 2.179 at
the five per cent level of confidence with twelve degrees of freedom.
Since the obtained "t" did not equal the required "t" of 2.179, the
difference was not significant.
The "t" obtained for the average and the slow groups was
2.50 which exceeds the required value to make it significant. There
was a significant difference between the average and the slow groups
in achievement in reading.
In comparing the fast and the slow groups from the North
Avenue Elementary School in reading achievement, a "t” of 3.28 was
obtained. Since the required value for making the difference
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significant at the five per cent level of confidence with twelve
degrees of freedom was 2.179, it is evident that the obtained value
exceeded the required value, thus making it significant.
In mathematics, the difference between the fast and the
average groups was not significant at the five per cent level of
confidence with twelve degrees of freedom. That is to say, in
mathematics achievement, the fast and the average groups from the
North Avenue Elementary School did not differ significantly; the re¬
quired value being 2.179 and the obtained value .10.
There was a significant difference between the average and
the slow groups from the North Avenue Elementary School. A "t" of
8.62 far exceeded the required "t" of 2.179 at the five per cent
level of confidence with twelve degrees of freedom.
The difference between the fast and the slow groups was also
significant at the five per cent level of confidence with twelve de¬
grees of freedom. An obtained "t" of 2.98 exceeded the required
value of 2.179, thus making the difference significant in mathematics
between these two groups.
The difference between the fast and the average groups
from the H. R. Butler Elementary School in terms of achievement in
reading was significant at the five per cent level of confidence
with twelve degrees of freedom. The required "t" was 2.179 and the
obtained "t" was 2.85.
The difference between the average and the slow groups from
the H. R. Butler Elementary School was .20. This "t" was not large
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TABLE 13
"t" TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR THE FAST, AVERAGE, AND SLOW
GROUPS FROM THE H. R. BUTLER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
ON THE SECOND ADMINISTRATION OF THE IOWA








enough to warrant the difference significant at the five per cent of
confidence level with twelve degrees of freedom.
The difference between the fast and the slow groups, how¬
ever, was significant at the five per cent level of confidence with
twelve degrees of freedom. The obtained **t‘* was 3.00 which met the
criterion of significance.
In mathematics, the difference between the fast and the
average groups was 1.85. Having set the criterion at the five per
cent level of confidence with twelve degrees of freedom, this "t"
value of 1.85 was not significant.
The difference between the average and the slow groups from
the H. R. Butler Elementary School was not significant at the five
per cent level of confidence with twelve degrees of freedom. The
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obtained "t" was .10.
The fast and the slow groups did differ in achievement on
the mathematics portion of the Iowa g®ery-Pupil Test of Basic Skills
(Advanced Form). The difference yielded a "t** of 2,98 which, for
all practical purposes, was significant; that is, it was greater
than the required ”t” of 2.179.
In terms of consistenty with which the groups achieved ac¬
cording to their designated groupings of fast, average, and slow
from each of the two schools. Tables 14 through 17 have been
prepared to show this consistency, if any.
TABLE 14
CONSISTENCY WITH WHICH THE THREE GROUPS FROM THE
NORTH AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ACHIEVED IN
READING ACCORDING TO THEIR DESIGNATED





FAST 5.8 6.9 1.1
AVERAGE 5.6 6.0 0.4
SLOW 4.2 4.6 0.4
The three groups from the North Avenue Elementary School
achieved in the following way: The fast group, on the first ad¬
ministration of the Iowa Every-Pupil Test of Basic Skills
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TABLE 15
CONSISTENCY WITH WHICH THE THREE GROUPS FROM THE
NORTH AVENUE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ACHIEVED IN
MATHEMATICS ACCORDING TO THEIR DESIG¬





FAST 5.8 6.5 0.7
AVERAGE 5.6 6.1 0.5
SLOW 3.9 4.8 0.9
TABLE 16
CONSISTENCY WITH WHICH THE THREE GROUPS FROM
H. R. BUTLER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ACHIEVED IN
READING ACCORDING TO THEIR DESIGNATED









FAST 6.5 7.3 0.8




CONSISTENCY WITH WHICH THE THREE GROUPS FROM THE H. R.
BUTLER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ACHIEVED IN MATHEMATICS
ACCORDING TO THEIR DESIGNATED GROUPINGS OF







FAST 6.7 7.3 0.6
AVERAGE 5.6 6.0 0.4
SLOW 5.7 5.6 -0.1
in reading had a mean score of 5.8, which was at the beginning of
the school year 1963-1964. At the end of the year, the test was re¬
administered and the mean score in reading was 6.9. This showed a
gain of 1.1 which is equivalent to one grade and two months.
The average group at the beginning of the year had a mean
score of 5.6 and at the end of the year had a mean score of 6.0 which
showed a gain for the average group of four months.
The slow group at the beginning of the year had a mean score
of 4.2 and at the end of the year had a mean score of 4.6 showing a
gain of four months.
In mathematics the fast group at the beginning of the year
had a mean score of 5,8 and at the end of the year had a mean score
of 6.5 showing a gain of seven months.
The average group had a mean score of 5.6 at the beginning
of the year and at the end of the year had a mean score of 6.1
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showing a gain of five months.
The slow group at the beginning of the year had a mean score
of 3.9 and at the end of the year had a mean score of 5.6 showing
a gain of seventeen months.
In reading, the fast group was consistently higher than the
average groups and the slow groups. However, the average group was
not consistently higher than the slow group for the North Avenue
Elementary School.
In mathematics, the fast group was consistently higher than
the average group, and the average group was consistently higher than
the slow group although the gain for the slow group was slightly
greater than for either of the other two groups.
For the H. R. Butler Elementary School, the fast group at the
beginning of the year had a mean score of 6.5 in reading and at the
end of the year had a mean score of 7.3 showing a gain of eight months.
The average group, at the beginning of the year, had a mean
score in reading of 4,6 and at the end of the year had a mean score
of 5.3 showing a gain of seven months.
The slow group from the H. R. Butler Elementary School had a
mean score of 4.3 at the beginning of the year and the mean score on
the second administration of the Iowa Every-Pupil Test of Basic Skills
in reading the slow group had a mean score of 5.2 showing a gain of
nine months or one grade level.
In mathematics, the initial status of the fast group from
the H. R. Butler Elementary School was 6,7 and at the end of the year
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TABLE 18
GROWTH IN ACHIEVEMENT EXPERIENCED BY THE NORTH AVENUE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PUPILS AS MEASURED BY THE IOWA
EVERY-PUPIL TEST OF BASIC SKILLS
Pre-Test Post-Test Growth
nij^ / 1112 ^ ^3
READING 5.2 5,8 0.6
MATHEMATICS 5.1 5.8 0.7
TABLE 19
GROWTH IN ACHIEVEMENT EXPERIENCED BY THE H. R.
elementary school pupils as MEASURED BY THE




m]^ / m2 / mg mji^ / m2 / m^
READING 5.1 5.9 0.8
MATHEMATICS 6.0 6.3 0.3
the mean or the status was 7.3 showing a gain of six months.
At the beginning of the year, the mean score of the average
group was 5.6 and at the end of the year the mean score was 6.0 show¬
ing a gain of four months
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The initial status of the slow group from the H. R. Butler
Elementary School was 5.7 and at the end of the year, the status
was 5.6 showing a loss of one month in mathematics.
In terms of consistency the fast group scored higher than
the average and the average higher than the slow but in terms of
growth the slow group grew more than the average or the fast in read¬
ing.
In mathematics, the fast group was actually faster than the
average and the average faster than the slow in terms of achievement
in mathematics.
In determining the growth in achievement experienced by the
two groups the data in Tables 18 and 19 were prepared.
For the students from the North Avenue Elementary School
the initial status of the three groups on the first administration
was 5.2 and on the last administration of the test the combined means
were equal to 5.8 showing a growth of the students in reading of six
months. In mathematics, the first test yielded a mean for the three
groups of 5.1 and the final administration yielded a mean of 5.8
showing a growth in mathematics of seven months.
The students from the H, R. Butler Elementary School in read¬
ing had a mean score of 5.1 on the first administration of the test
and on the second administration of the test they had a mean score of
5.9 showing a growth of eight months.
In mathematics the initial status of the pupils from the H. R.
Butler Elementary School was 6.0 and at the end of the year the mean




In the field of education there has been a revolution on
the question of grouping pupils.
Much of the confusion in our thinking about this problem
arises from failure to define terms clearly. ''Grouping*' may mean
assignment to school, or special class, to grade level, to
parallel sections in the same grade, or to subdivisions of the
teacher's class.
In the normal life situation groups are relatively close
in terms of similarity of interest and ability. Since such groups
exist in our society, it is only proper and fitting that the
school adhere to what is being practiced in society. The school,
an agency of society, has the responsibility for the perpetuation
of society.
The school should be, then, a natural extension of what we
find in the face-to-face situation in liafe. The school should
represent the heterogeneous community, with many different kinds of
special classes and many activities to meet varying interests. There
should be much contact between such groups, not only on the play¬
ground and in assembly activities, but also much interchange between
classes. The classroom group, however, should be homogeneous in
interest, ability and function.
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Statement of Problem.--The problem of this study was to as¬
certain the effectiveness of two methods of ability grouping of
selected eighth grade students at the Howard High School Annex,
Atlanta, Georgia, for the school year 1963-1964, with emphasis upon
the achievement of the students in subject matter areas.
Statement of Purpose.--The major purpose of this study was
to obtain a comprehensive picture of the ability grouping of eighth
grade students at Howard High School Annex and to test the effective¬
ness of two methods involved in the grouping process in terms of
student achievement as indicated by scores obtained on the Iowa Every-
Pupil Test of Basic Skills. More specifically, the purposes of this
research are as follows:
1. To describe two processes of ability grouping employed
at the Howard High School Annex and to see if
differences in student achievement could be attributed
to socio-economic factors.
2. To determine the significance of the difference, if any,
in intelligence of fast, average, and slow groups of
selected eighth graders at the Howard High School Annex
as measured by the Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental
Ability.
3. To determine the measure of central tendency and varia¬
bility in achievement of the fast, average, and slow
groups of selected eighth graders at the Howard High
School Annex as measured by the Iowa Every-Pupil Test
of Basic Skills.
4. To determine the significance of differences, if any,
in achievement of the fast, average, and slow groups
of selected eighth graders at the Howard High School
Annex as measured by the Iowa Every-Pupil Test of
Basic Skills.
5. To determine the consistency with which the three groups
of selected students achieved according to their
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designated grouping of fast, average, and slow at the
Howard High School Annex.
6. To determine the growth in achievement experienced by
the two groups of students during the year as measured
by the Iowa Every-Pupil Test of Basic Skills,
7. To determine the better of the two methods employed in
the ability grouping of the students at the Howard
High School Annex.
8. To formulate whatever implications, recommendations, and
conclusions may be derived from the hnalysis and in¬
terpretation of the data treated.
Locale of Study.--This study was conducted at the Howard
High School Annex, Atlanta, Georgia, during the school year 1963-
1964. The 1963-1964 enrollment was five hxmdred and seventy-two
pupils, all of whom were in the eighth grade.
Limitations of Study.—This study was limited to the following
1, The eighth grade pupils enrolled at the Howard High
School who previously attended the North Avenue and
the H. R. Butler Elementary Schools.
2, The extent to which the standardized test materials
were valid for the subjects tested.
3, To a comparison of the significance of differences
foxmd among the special groupings of pupils in two areas
of competence: (a) academic or scholastic achievement as
measured by the Iowa Every-Pupil Test of Basic Skills,
and (b) scholastic aptitude as measured by the Otis Quick-
Scoring Test of Mental Ability.
Simmarv of Related Literature.—The reviewed literature
pertinent to this research is epitomized below,
1. The effectiveness of general ability grouping depends
upon the relative magnitude of trait differences. It
is based on the hypothesis that there is relatively
little variation from trait to trait within the
individual, that all traits with which the school is
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concerned are substantially correlated.^
2. Narrowing the ability range in a classroom facilitates
the provision of more appropriate learning tasks,
makes more teacher time available to pupils of a
given ability level, and stimulates the teacher to vary
his teaching procedure depending upon the level of the
group. Therefore, pupils of every ability level should
do better just as a result of being in classes where
the ability range is limited.^
3. Non-graded homogeneous grouping may make it possible
for children of all levels of advancement and ability
to achieve more. Under this arrangement there are no
built-in barriers to rapid progress by the able child.
The pressure to place instruction beyond the level of
the less able children is reduced.^
4. Wallen and Vowles are concerned with comparing achieve¬
ment outcomes of intraclass ability grouping versus non¬
grouping procedures in arithmetic instruction where the
basis of grouping was the student's arithmetic achieve¬
ment level. No significant difference was found between
grouping and non-grouping procedures. A significant
difference was found between teachers, one teacher
achieving considerably higher student performance than
others
5. In observing behavior among children of high, average,
and low Intelligence during problem solving, the high
Practice
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Hfalter W. Cook, "Individual Differences and Curriculum
," Journal of Educational Psychology. XXXIX (March, 1948),
Miriam L. Goldberg and A. Harry Passow, "The Effects of
Ability Grouping," Education (Monthly Magazine), LII (September, 1961-
May, 1962), pp. 482-487.
3
Richard G. Anderson, "The Case for Non-Graded Homogeneous
Grouping,” The Elementary School Journal. (January, 1962), p. 193.
Norman E. Wallen and Robert 0. Vowles, "The Effects of
Intraclass Ability Grouping on Arithmetic Achievement in the Sixth
Grade,” Journal of Educational Psychology. LI, 1960, pp. 159-163.
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I. Q. children showed a greater incidence than the
average and the low, and the average a greater incidence
than the low in correcting mistakes independently. Dif¬
ferences within the groups were also large.^
6. In measuring achievement of students homogeneously and
heterogeneously grouped it was found that homogeneous
grouping failed to realize its theoretical possibilities.
7. Donald J. Kincaid's and Thelma M. Epley's study of
"Cluster Grouping" revealed that cluster grouping provides
an added basis for consideration of acceleration,
stimulates and motivates gifted pupils by placing them in
association with other children of similar abilities and
interests, and increases the learning of the gifted
pupils
8. Labdell and Von Ness state: homogeneous grouping, or
ability grouping has as its purpose the reduction of
the range of ability within a given classroom. This
reduction, it is claimed by the proponents of ability
grouping, will make teaching more effective by decreasing
the number of different activities the teacher must
plan.^
9. The data of one study suggest that a widening of the
gap between high and low intelligence quotient groups
tended to occur with respect to knowledge of arithmetic.
This was irrespective of the method of grouping. The
study supported the conclucion that the method used in
grouping arithmetic classes in order to meet individual
differences is not particularly crucial.^
Herbert J. Klausmeier and Leo J. Laughlin, "Behaviors During
Problem Solving Among Children of Low, Average, and High Intelligence,"
Journal of Educational Psychology. LII, pp. 148-152.
William F. Koontz, "A Study of Achievement as a Function of
Homogeneous Grouping," Journal of Experimental Education, XXX (December,
1961), pp. 249-253.
Donald J. Kincaid and Thelma M. Epley, "Cluster Grouping,"
Education (Monthly Magazine), (September, 1960-May, 1961), XXXI, p. 136.
4
Lawrence 0. Labdell and William J. Von Ness, "Grouping and
Enrichment," Education (Monthly Magazine). (September, 1961-June, 1962),
p. 399.
5
Darrell Holmes and Lois Harvey, An Evaluation of Two Methods
of Grouping," Educational Research Bulletin, No. 54, p. 213.
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10, In terms of grouping students on academic achievement,
is vital that the program be carefully planned in
terms of purposes and objectives to insure a balance
between language arts, science and mathematics; and
in identifying pupils of high ability the school
should include more than one measure of ability be¬
cause of immaturity and their inability to respond
accurately to measuring instruments which require
reading and writing."^
11. One study showed what most studies have revealed:
that there is really no homogeneous group, and, in a
practical school situation it is difficult to maintain
a close alikeness of pupils in groups,^
Findings.--The findings of this study were drawn from the
data collected and presented in Chapter II and are as follows:
1. In determining the process of ability grouping employ¬
ed at the Howard High School Annex, it was found that
there wee several methods iising variations of the teacher
judgment method and the standardized test method. The
only methods that were free of overlapping were the
methods used by the H, R. Butler Elementary School and
the North Avenue Elementary School,
2. The socio-economic status and the educational level
of the parents was quantified in order to test the
difference that existed between the groups. Upon
using Fisher's "t" at the five per cent level of
confidence with forty degrees of freedom, it was found
that the two groups did not differ significantly. The
criterion set was 2,021 and the obtained "t" was 1.15.
3. The mean I. Q.'s for the fast, average, and slow groups
of students from the North Avenue Elementary School were
96, 87, and 71 respectively.
^Jeff West and Callie Sievers, "Experiment in Cross Grouping,"
Journal of Educational Research, No. 2, (October, 1960), p, 70,
2
Arthur G. Ramey, "A New Look at Ability Grouping in the
Junior High School," California Journal of Secondary Education. XXXI,
(May, 1956), p. 289.
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4, The mean I. Q.'s for the fast, average, and slow groups
of students from the H. R. Butler Elementary School
were 92, 82, and 74 respectively.
5, The differences between the mean I. Q.'s of the fast,
average, and slow groups of students from the North
Avenue Elementary School were significant at the five
per cent level of confidence.
6, The differences between the mean I. Q.'s of the fast,
average, and slow groups of students from the H. R. Butler
Elementary School were only significant between the fast
and the slow groups; the fast and average, and the average
and slow did not differ significantly at the five per
cent level of confidence.
7. At the beginning of the school year, the fast, average,
and slow groups of students from the North Avenue Elemen¬
tary School had mean reading scores which were equivalent
to grades 5.8, 5.6, and 4.2 respectively. The same groups
possessed mean mathematics levels of 5.8, 5.6, and 3.9
respectively.
8. At the beginning of the school year, the fast, average,
and slow groups of students from the H. R. Butler Elemen¬
tary School had mean reading scores of 6.5, 4.6, and 4.3
respectively. These groups possessed mean mathematical
scores of 6.7, 5.6, and 5.7.
9. The differences at the beginning of the school year be¬
tween mean reading scores of fast, average, and slow
groups of students from the North Avenue Elementary
School were not significant at the five per cent level
of confidence. The differences at the beginning of the
school year between mathematics mean scores for the three
groups of students showed the following characteristics:
difference between fast and average was not significant,
difference between average and slow was significant.
10. The differences at the beginning of the school year be¬
tween mean reading scores of fast, average, and slow groups
of students from the H. R. Butler Elementary School were
not significant at the five per cent level of confidence.
The differences at the beginning of the school year be¬
tween mathematics mean scores for the three groups of
students were significant.
11. At the end of the school year, the fast, average, and
slow groups of students from the North Avenue Elementary
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School had mean reading scores which were equivalent
to grades 6.9, 6.0, and 4.6 respectively. The same
groups possessed mean mathematical levels of 6.5, 6,1,
and 4.8 respectively.
12. At the end of the school year, the fast, average, and
slow groups of students from the H. R. Butler Elementary
School had mean reading scores of 7.3, 5.3, and 5.2
respectively. These groups possessed mean mathematical
scores of 7,3, 6.0, and 5.6.
13. The differences at the end of the school year between
mean reading scores of fast, average, and slow groups of
students from the North Avenue Elementary School were
not significant between the fast and the average but
were significant between the average and the slow. In
mathematics, the fast and the average did not differ
significantly but the average and the slow groups did
differ significantly.
14. The differences at the end of the school year between
mean reading scores of fast, average, and slow groups of
students from the H, R, Butler Elementary School were
significant between the fast and the average but were not
significant between the average and the slow. In
mathematics, the difference was not significant at the
five per cent level of confidence for either of the
group pairings.
15. In terms of consistency of the students from the North
Avenue Elementary School in reading, the fast group gain¬
ed more than the average group but the average and the
slow groups made the same gains, In mathematics, the
slow group made the greatest gains with the fast group
coming second and the average group coming last.
16. In terms of consistency of the students from the H. R.
Butler Elementary School, the slow group made the great¬
est gains in reading with the fast group coming second
and the average group coming last. In mathematics, how¬
ever, the fast group made the greatest gains, the average
group made the second highest gains, and the slow group
actually lost a month in terms of grade placement.
17. For the North Avenue Elementary School the combined
grade placement score at the beginning of the school
year was 5.2 and at the end of the school year it was
5.8. This showed a growth of six months fcm: the students
from the North Avenue Elementary School in reading. In
mathematics, the students from the North Avenue Elementary
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School had a combined grade placement score of 5.1 at
the beginning of’the school year and at the end of the
school year had a canbined grade placement score of 5.8
showing a growth of seven months.
18. For the H, R. Butler Elementary School, the combined
grade placement score at the beginning of the school
year was 5.1 and at the end of the school year it was 5.9
showing a growth of eight months. In mathematics, at the
beginning of the school year, the students from the H, R.
Butler Elementary School had a combined grade placement
score of 6,0 and at the end of the year had a score of
6,3 which showed a growth of three months.
Conclusions.—Analysis and interpretation of the data in this
study would seem to warrant the following conclusions:
1. The overall data revealed that both methods, teacher
judgment and scores earned on the Stanford Achievement
Test involved in this study of grouping students resulted
in fairly even achievement.
2. The differences in socio-economic and educational status
of the pupils did not influence the level of student
achievement.
3. Both methods of ability grouping studied divided the
groups so that the mean intelligence quotients of the
groups varied directly with the group designations of
fast, average, and slow. However, only the groups divided
on the basis of teacher judgments showed differences
which were statistically significant.
. At the time of being grouped, the subjects of the investi¬




5, At the time of grouping, significant differences be¬
tween fast and average groups and between average and
slow groups existed in the area of mathematics only,
6, Fast, average, and slow groups achieved consistently
in the area of mathematics but not in reading. This was
true for students who had been grouped according to
standardized test scores.
7, The amount of retardation suffered by the subjects of
the investigation increased during the school year. The
fast group from the North Avenue Elementary School gain¬
ed 1.1 years in reading; the slow group from the North
Avenue Elementary School gained ,9 years in mathematics;
the slow group from the H. R. Butler Elementary School
gained .9 years in mathematics. All of the other groups
gained less than 9 months in both reading and mathematics.
8, Of the two methods of ability grouping employed at the
Howard High School Annex, neither nethod was found to be
consistently superior to the other.
Implications.--The implications for educational theory and
practice which grew out of this study are presented below:
1. It would appear that the two methods used in ^pouping
these students were in themselves homogeneous.
2. Finding an effective means of grouping students homo¬
geneously should still be a goal of the Howard High School
Annex
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3, Students probably should not remain in the same
groups for all school activities.
4. Teacher judgment seems to represent one of the best
means now available for predicting student behavior.
Recommendations.—It is felt that the findings of this study
would warrant the following recommendations:
1. That the staff conduct more research to substantiate more
fully the findings of this study.
2. That the staff explore the possibilities of other
methods or procedures of grouping pupils in order to
secure effective achievement.
3. That the guidance department conscientiously and con¬
sistently work to eliminate factors which would tend to
perpetuate misconceptions and tend to cause homogeneous¬
ly grouped students to under achieve or become mal¬
adjusted.
4. That nursery schools, kindergartens, and elementary
schools join with high schools in a crash program to
relieve the seriou§.retardation found in this and all
other studies concerned with school achievement among
impoverished children. It is further recommended that
serious consideration be given to discovering new ways of
coping with this problem.
APPENDIX
Otis Quick’Scoring Mental Ability Tests:New Edition
BETA TEST: FORM EM
by Arthur S. Otis
BETA
Em
Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you are told to do so.
Fill these blanks, giving your name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly.
Name Grade Boy Girl
First name Initial Last name
Date of birth How old are you now?
Montli Day Year
Date 19 School City and state
Read these directions. Do what they tell you to do.
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Under each question there are
four or five possible answers. You are to read each question and decide which of the answers below it is the right answer.
Do not spend too much time on any one question. Here are three sample questions.
Sample a: Which one of the five things below is soft?
(I) glass (2) stone (3) cotton (4) iron (5) ice
The right answer, of course, is cotton. The word cotton is No. 3. Now look at the “Answer
Spaces for Samples” at the right. In the five spaces after the Sample “a,” a heavy mark has ANSWER SPACEs”
been made, filling the space imder the 3. This is the way to answer the questions. SAMPLES
Try the next sample question yourself. Do not write the answer; just put a heavy mark in _
the space under the number corresponding to the right answer. \ ® ®
* I
Sample h: A robin is a kind of— e ? s » w
(6) plant (7) bird (8) worm (9) fish (10) flower b li
The answer is bird, which is answer 7; so you should answer Sample “b” by putting a heavy || •:
mark in the space under the 7. Try the Sample “c.” I ° ==
Sample c: Which one of the five numbers below is larger than 55?
(II) 63 (12) 48 (13) 29 (14) 57 (15) 16
The correct answer for Sample “ c ” is 57, which is No. 14; so you would answer Sample “ c ” by making a heavy black
mark that fills the space under the number 14. Do this now.
Read each question carefully and decide which one of the answers is best. Notice what number your choice is. Then,
on the answer sheet, make a heavy black mark in the space under that number. In marking your answers, always
be sure that the question number on the answer sheet is the same as the question number in the test booklet.. Erase
completely any answer you wish to change, and be careful not to make stray marks of any kind on your answer sheet
or on your test booklet. When you finish a page, go on to the next page. If you finish the entire test before the time is
up, go back and check your answers. Work as rapidly and as accurately as you can.
The test contains 80 questions. You are not supposed to be able to answer all of them, but do the best you can. You
will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to start. Try to get as many questions right as possible. Be
careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. Do not spend too much time on any one question. No questions
about the test will be answered by the examiner after the test begins. Lay your pencil down.
Do not turn this booklet until you are told to begin.
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1954 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved
PBINTED IN U.B.A. BETA: Eli-U
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction ofanypart of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.
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FOR
1 2 3 4 5
a 1 1 INI
0 1 8 9 10
n
11 12 13 14 15
C :: :
YearsMonth
64 11 ii ii li N
66 ii Ii II II II
71 72 73 74 76
66 II II II 11 II
I 2 3 4 6
67 II II II II 11
6 7 8 9 10
68 II II II II Ii
II 12 13 14 16
«>ll II I! 11 11
16 17 18 19 20
70 II II II II II
21 22 23 24 25
71 II II 11 11 II
26 27 28 29
72 II II II I!
31 32 33 34 35
73 II 11 II II II
36 37 38 39 40
74 II II II II II
41 42 43 44 46
76 n 11 il ii ii
46 47 48 49 50
76 II II il II II
61 62 S3 S4 66
77 II II II 11 II
66 67 68 69
'M! i! H .6
Toil II N li II
66 67 68 69 70
80 ii il ii il li
Notb. This Answer Sheet is not intended fc
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41 42 43 44 46 26 27 28 28 30
46 II ii II II II 26 II II II II II
31
26 II II II II II
46 II ii II II
61 62 63 64 65 36 37 38 39 40
47 II ii II II II 27 II II II II II
66 67 68 69 41 42 43 44 45
48 II ii II y 28 II II II li 11
61 62 63 64 65 46 47 48 49 50
49 li li II II II 20 II II II II II
66 67 68 69 51 62 63 64
60 il il II 11 30 H II II II
71 72 73 74 76
61 II II II II II
66 67 68 59 60
31 II II II II
1 2 3 4 5 61 62 63 64 65
62 II II II II 11 32 II II II II
6 7 8 9 10 66 67 68 69
63 il II II II II 33 11 II il II
11 12 13 14 15 71 72 73 74 75
64 II II II II II 34 li
16 17 18 19 20 76 77 78 ] 79 80
66 II II II 11 II 36 II
81 82 83 84 85
36 ii
21 22 23 24 25 1 2 3 4 61
66 ii 37 ii
26 27 28 29 30 6 7 8 9 10
67 II 38 ii
31 32 33 34 35
68 II
11 12 13 14 16
4* 39 ji
36 37 38 39 16 17 18 19
60 II 40 11
41 42 43 44 46
60 II II II II II
46 47 48 49 60 21 22 23 24 25
61 li II II II II 41 II
t:
26 27 28 29 30
42 ii
62 II II II 11
31 32 33 34 35
43 ii
66 67 58 69 36 37 38 39 40
63 II II II li 44 ii
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16 II II li II
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17 II II II 11 II
86 87 88 89 90
18 11 li II II 1!
•
91 92 93 94 95
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1 The opposite of weak is—
(I) poor (2) sick (3) tall (4) strong (5) young
2 Which of the five words below comes first in the dictionary?
(6) brown (7) black (8) blown (9) break (10) blend
3 Which answer tells best what a teakettle is?
(II) a tool (12) a weapon (13) a utensil (14) a thing (15) a machine
4 An eggshell is to an egg the same as an orange skin is to—
(16) a lemon sl^ (17) an orange (18) an orange seed (19) a hen (20) a clamshell
6 Ruth is prettier than Sadie but not so pretty as Mabel. Therefore, Mabel is (?) Sadie.
(21) not so pretty as (22) just as pretty as (23) cannot say which (24) prettier than
6 The mayor is to a city as the governor is to—
(26) a nation (27) a president (28) a state (29) a council (30) an office
7 A stove is to heat as a refrigerator is to—
(31) a kitchen (32) cold (33) electricity (34) gas (35) food
8 Threeof the four designsat the right are alike in someway.
Which one is not like the other three? (36)
9 Northwest is to southeast as up is to—
(41) north (42) higher (43) northeast (44) down (45) under
10 The opposite of clockwise is—
(46) backward (47) counterclockwise (48) right (49) left (50) round
11 Which of the five words below comes first in the dictionary?
(51) times (52) stand (53) ruled (54) grand (55) quill
12 Which of the five persons below is most like a carpenter, a plumber, and a bricklayer?
(56) a postman (57) a lawyer (58) a truck driver (59) a doctor (60) a painter
13 Which of the following sentences tells best what an arm is?
(61) It goes in the coat sleeve. (62) Tou can put it around something.
(63) It carries the hand. (64) It is the part of the body attached to the shoulder.
(65) We have two of them
14 Four of the following things are alike. Which one is different from the other four?
(66) a beet (67) a peach (68) a radish (69) an onion (70) a potato
IB What is to hearing as an eye is to sight?
(71) glasses (72) voices (73) a sound (74) an ear (75) an earphone....
16 Three of the four designs at the right are alike in some way. ' 1
Which one is not like the other three? (76) I
17 Which of the five things below is most like the moon, a balloon, and a ball?
(81) sky (82) a cloud (83) a marble (84) an airplane (85) a toy
18 Fur is to a rabbit as feathers are to—
(86) a pillow (87) a bird (88) a hair (89) an animal (90) a nest19What is the most important reason for using screens at windows?
(91) They are easy to paint. (92) They improve the looks of the windows.
(93) They keep out flies but let in the breeze. (94) They keep out burglars.
(95) They are easier to keep clean than windows are
20 Which of the five words below comes last in the dictionary?
(1) front (2) local (3) lemon (4) floor (5) knoll
21 The moon (?) aroimd the earth. (Which of the following words completes the sentence best?)
(6) turns (7) goes (8) moves (9) revolves (10) spins..
22 Printing is to a book as writing is to—
(11) talking (12) a letter (13) a pen (14) a friend (15) reading
23 Which of the five things below is most like a chimney, a roof, and a door?
(16) achtdr (17) abed (18) a stove (19) a window (20) a desk
24 The ground is to an automobile as water is to—
(21) a train (22) gasoline (23) the engine (24) a ship (26) a river
[ 3 ] {Go on to the next page^
OTIS QUICK-SCOEING-NEW EDITION: BETA EM Page26If grapefruit are 4 for a quarter, how much will two dozen cost?
(26) 23)4 (27) 60)4 (28) 96^ (29) $1.60 (30) $1.00
26 The author is to a book as the inventor is to a—
(31) machine (32) bookmark (33) discoverer (34) writer (35) magazme ....
27 Which of the following tells best what a kitchen is?
(36) a room in which to cook (37) a place to keep knives and forks
(38) a part of a house (39) a room with a table and chairs
(40) a room next to the dhoing room
28 If the following words were rearranged to make the best sentence, with what letter would the last word of the ■1^
sentence begin?
wood made often of are floors
(41) a (42) m (43) w (44) f (45)
29 Which ot the five things below is most like tea, milk, and lemonade?
(46) water (47) vinegar (48) coffee (49) olive oil (50) mustard30Three of the four designs at the right are alike in some way.
"lA^ich one is not like the other three? (51)1 1 (68) (54)t^Zl
31 Which of the sentences below tells best what a kitten is?
(56) It has whiskers. (57) It is a small animal that drinks milk.
(58) It is a playful animal. (59) It is afraid of dogs. (60) It is a young cat
32 If the following were arranged in order, which one would be in the middle?
(61) pint (62) barrel (63) cup (64) quart (65) gallon
33 If Tom is brighter than Dick and Dick is just as bright as Harry, then Harry is (?) Tom.
(66) brighter than (67) not so bright as (68) just as bright as (69) cannot say which
34 Count each 4 that has a 2 next after it in this row.
241423546247524423943287842 2 4552242
How many are there?
(71) 1 (72) 2 (73) 3 (74) 4 (75) 636The opposite of ignorance is—
(76) beauty (77) knowledge (78) goodness (79) honesty (80) truth....
36 Four of the following words have something in common. Which one is not like the other four?
(81) cowardly (82) dishonest (83) poor (84) stingy (85) rude
37 A photograph is 3 incheswide and 5 inches long. If it is enlarged to be 12 incheswide, how long will it be?
(I) Sin. (2) 20 in. (3) 14 in. (4) 16 in. (5) 60 in
38 The opposite of spend is—
(6) give (7) earn (8) money (9) take (10) use
39 Which of the following sentences tells best what an airplane is?
(II) It flies. (12) It is something to travel in. (13) It is a flying conveyance.
(14) It has wings and a tail. (15) It is a mechanical bird
40 A man drove 9 miles east from his home, and then drove 4 miles west. He was then (?) of his home.
(16) 6 miles east (17) 6 miles west (18) 13 miles east (19) 13 miles west
41 If the following words were rearranged to make the best sentence, with what letter would the last word of the sen¬
tence begin?
mm deep the a trench dug long
(21) d (22) 1 (23) t (24) s (25) m
42 A pitcher is to cream as a bowl is to—
(26) baseball (27) a saucer (28) coffee (29) sugar (oO) a dish
43 If the following words were rearranged to make the best sentence, the Imi word of the sentence would begin with what
letter?
cook the pie a made apple deep
(31) c (32) p (33) a (34) d (35) m
44 A very strong feeling of affection is called—
(36) sympathy (37) pity (38) admiration (39) love (40) esteem
[ 4 ] (Go on to the next poge^^
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(41) rockers (42) upholstery (43) legs (44) a seat (45) arms
46 A boy has three dogs. Their names are Rover, Spot, and Fido. Rover is larger than Spot and Spot is larger than
Fido. Therefore, Rover is (?) Fido.
(46) smaller than (47) larger than (48) the same sise as (49) cannot say which
47 Wood is to box as wire is to—
(51) iron (52) electricity (53) doorbell (54) screen (55) fire48There is a saying, “It is a long road that has no turning.” It means—
(56) Most long roads are straight. (57) Things are bound to change sooner or later.
(58) Most short roads have turns. (59) It is a bad idea to turn around on the road...49Which of the five things below is most like a sheet, a towel, and a handkerchief?
(61) a blanket (62) a coat (63) a napkin (64) a carpet60Three of the four designs at the right are alike in some way.
Which one is not like the other three? (66)
(65) a mattress.
.a
(71) foundation (72) walls (73)
62 Which one of these series contains a wrong number?
(1) 2-4-6-^10 (2) 1-3-6-7-9 (3) 3-6-9-12-16 (4) 1-4-7-10-12
(5) 2-6-&-11-14
63 A pair of trousers always has—
(6) a belt (7) cuffs (8) pockets (9) a crease (10) seams64One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be?
8182838485868789
(11) 9 (12) 7 (13) 6 (14) 8 (15) 666A machine that works rapidly and well is said to be—
(16) fluent (17) revolutionary (18) novel (19) automatic (20) efficient.
66 What letter in the following series appears a third time nearest the beginning?
ACEBDDEABCBECADABCDE(21)A (22) C (23) D (24) E (25) B
67 The stomach is to food as the heart is to—
(26) a man (27) the lungs (28) blood (29) a pump (30) beating
68 In the alphabet, which letter follows the letter that comes next after Q?
(31) O (32) S (33) P (34) T (35) R69Most persons prefer automobiles to buses because—
(36) it is always cheaper to use an automobile. (37) the bus carries toomany persons.
(38) an automobile gets you where you want to go when you want to go.
(39) automobiles are easier to park
60 The opposite of contract is—
(41) explode (42) detract (43) expend (44) die (45) expand
61 In a certain row of trees one tree is the fifth one from either end of the row. How many trees are there in the row?
(46) 5 (47) 8 (48) 10 (49) 9 (50) 1162There is a sa3dng, “Honesty is the best policy.” It means—
(51) Honesty is more important than generosity.
(52) In the long run it pays to be honest. (53) Honest people become wealthy.
(54) You can never tell what a dishonest person will do
63 Three of the four designs at the right are alike in some way.
Which one is not like the other three?
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64 The one of two objects that is not so good as the other is said to be—
(61) unsuitable (62) lesser (63) single (64) inferior (65) unnecessary ,
66 If the following words were rearranged to make the best sentence, the last word of the sentence would begin with
what letter?
fall clouds from the raindrops dark
(66) f (67) d (68) t (69) c (70) r *
66 An object or institution that is not likely to move or change is said to be—
(71) fundamental (72) stable (73) temporary (74) solid (75) basic
67 Worst is to bad as (?) is to good. *
(I) more (2) better (3) best (4) very good (5) excellent
68 If the following persons were arranged in order, which one would be in the middle?
(6) grandfather (7) grandson (8) brother (9) uncle (10) nephew •
69 A man who buys and sells when there is considerable danger of loss is said to—
(II) transact (12) stipulate (13) contract (14) speculate (15) bargain70Which tells best what a refrigerator is?
(16) a piece of kitchen furniture (17) a place to store food
(18) an electrical device for the kitchen (19) a large white box
(20) a cabinet for keeping food cold
71 There is a saying, “A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.” Itmeans— (21) Two birds are worthmore than one.
(22) Something you are sure of is twice as good as something doubtful.
(23) Tour own bird is worth two that belong to others.
(24) It is hard to catch birds that are in bushes *72When the time by a clock was 14 minutes past 9, the hands were interchanged. The clock then said about—
(26) 14 minutes past 3 (27) 14 minutes of 10 (28) 14 minutes past 2
(29) 14 minutes of 373One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be?
1928394859687989
(31) 9 (32) 7 (33) 8 (34) 6 (35) 5,.74The boy deserves (?) for his effort and perseverance.
(36) condemnation (37) censure (38) scholarship(40)a medal (39) commendation76One number is wrong in the following series. What should that number be?
1 2 4 8 16 32 48 128(41)96 (42) 6 (43) 64 (44) 12 (46) 24
76 If I have a large box with 4 smaller boxes in it and 3 very small boxes in each small box, how many boxes do I
have in all?
(46) 7 (47) 12 (48) 13 (49) 16 (50) 1777If each 3 in the following series were changed to a 2 and if each 1 were dropped out, the seventh 2 would be followed
by what number? (Do not mark the paper.) •
1252315234231342225
(51) 1 (52) 3 (53) 2 (54) 4 (55) 6
78 There is a sa3dng, “An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.” It means— <
(56) Prevention is a good cure. (57) Prevention and cure can be purchased by weight.
(58) It is much better to prevent something than to cure it.
(59) It is much better to cure something than to prevent it
79 Which of the five words below is most like heavy, blue, and nice?
(61) weight (62) round (63) sky (64) color (65) weather
80 In a foreign language, holi deta kipo means very good weather; boli cora means bad weather; and deta sedu means very hot.
What word means good?
(66) boli (67) deta (68) cora (69) kipo (70) sedu
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When your teacher says “O.K.,” you know that all is well. Do you know how we hap¬
pen to use two letters of oinr alphabet for words? Do you know the words for which the
two letters stand?
The custom of using O.K. to mean that all is correct is now 100 years old. It began
during the election year of 1840. William Henry Harrison, a candidate for president, came
to Urbana, Ohio, to make a speech. A large niunber of people went out to meet him.
When they returned to town, one of the wagons carried a large banner on whichwas written,
“The people is oil korrect.” The spelling, of course, was wrong; the sign meant “all
correct.”
The enemies of General Harrisonmade fim of the poor spelling of his friends. Harrison’s
Mends, however, used the saying to advertise their candidate. They said he was the
candidate of the common man. Since many people of that day covild not speU well,
saying that Mr. Harrison’s Mends could not spell made him still more popular with the
common people. Soon, instead of sa3dng “oil korrect,” people were saying just “O.K.’
After the election Daniel Leffler, an innkeeper of Springfield, Ohio, put a sign over the
door of his house which read, “The O.K. Inn.” This inn was on the great national road.
Many people stopped to eat and many others saw the strange sign as they drove by. Har¬
rison had been elected president, and people remembered the “Oil Korrect” and the
“O.K.” of the election. The sign on the inn kept the memory alive. Besides, the food at
the inn was “ oU korrect” as advertised. People began to say “O.K.” when thingswere right.
QUESTIONS ON SELECTION NO. 1
0. What two letters are mentioned in the first line?1)A.B. 2) O.K. 3) X.Y. 4) P.S.
1. Why did Mr. Harrison come to Urbana?
1) To see the “oil korrect” s^3i
2) To get people to vote forh^
3) To visit some old friends
4) To stay at the O.K. Inn
2. What is the purpose of paragraph 1?
1) To tell where the expression “O.E.” originated
2) To get the reader interested in the article
3) To tell Uiat letters can be used for words
4) To ask tihe reader if he knew what O.E. meant
3. Who first used the letters “O.K.” for the words “Oil
Korrect”?
1) Wm. H. Harrison
2) Daniel Leffler
3) The innkeeper
4) The article does not give his name
4. What is the topic of paragraph 2?
1) The origin of the term “O.K.”
2) The election of Harrison
3) The poor spelling of Ohio men
4) The meaning of the term “O.K.”
5. What is the author’s purpose in paragraph 4?
1) To show that the innkeeper’s sign developed from
the misspelled campaign banner
2) To show that the innkeeper's sign helped make
O.E. a popular expression
3) To tell about the location and food of “The O.K.
Ttin”
4) To tell who first used the term “O.K.”
6. Why did the misspelled words on the banner make
Harrison more popular?
1) They made people believe Harrison was “oil
korrect,” as the banner said
2) They suggested that Harrison was a common man
3) The innkeeper of a popular inn put them on his sign
4) Most people dislik^ good speUers
7. Why was Daniel Leffler mentioned?
1) Because he helped Harrisonwin the election of 1840
2) Because he carried a baimer saying, “The people
is oil korrect”
3) Because he owned an inn that had very good food
and service
4) Because he helped to make O.K. a common ex¬
pression
8. What is the author’s pm^wse in writing this article?
1) To make the reader curious by asking questions
2) To show why it is sometimes good to misspell
words
3) To show how the English language has developed
in the last 100 years
4) To teU how one of our common expressions started




4) The article does not give any clue10.The expression “ O.K. ” probably would have bwn for¬
gotten if one of the following were true. Which one
is it?
1) If Daniel Leffler had been a better speller
2) If the people had known who Daniel Leffler was
3) If Mr. Harrison had been an unpopular candidate
4) K Mr. Harrison’s enemies had been good spellers


















Most people know about the “midnight ride of Paul Revere” because a poem with that
name was written by Henry W. Longfellow. They think of Paul Revere as a hero of the
American Revolution, who rode through the night to warn the colonists of the coming of
the British. Most people, however, do not know that there are other events in the life of
Paul Revere that are quite as important and just as interesting.
Paul Revere was bom in Boston, January 1,1735. His father was a Frenchman, ApoUos
Rivoire, who had settled in America and changed his name to Paul Revere. Paul, the son,
attended school in the North End, in Boston, and later went into his father’s shop to learn
the trade of gold and silver smith. He became so skillful that he was soon designing and
engraving his own cups and spoons and teapots. Today a genuine piece of Revere silver or
gold plate is a valuable possession, and copies are made by modem manufacturers. Paul
also engraved plates for printing; he even received an order from Congress to make a plate
to be used in engraving Colonial money. The plate jfrom which he made a picture of the
Boston Massacre is now owned by the State of Massachusetts. Revere was very versatile;
he even made false teeth in his shop.
At one time, before the Revolutionary War broke out. Congress decided that the New
England colonies needed to manufacture their own gimpowder. Paul Revere was sent to
Philadelphia to get information about the cost of a mill and the cost of making powder.
He was also to bring back a man who was skilled in such work. He carried a letter to the
owner of a Philadelphia gunpowder mill. The man, however, wanted to sell his gunpowder
to Congress at outrageoxisly high prices and would not tell Paul Revere any of the secrets of
manufacturing the powder. The man finally agreed that, if Paul would ask no questions,
hemight go through themill. Paul Revere didn’t ask a question, but he kept his eyes open
andwent back to Bostonwith enough information to enable him to superintend the building
of a mill there and to direct the manufacture of the gimpowder.
Paul Revere joined in many activities during the Revolutionary War. He took part in
the Boston Tea Party, in which the Americans dumped a large amount of tea into Boston
Harbor. He was one of the thirty North Endmechanics who patrolled the streets of Boston
to watch the British troops. He belonged to the “Sons of Liberty,” a group ofmen cred¬
ited with having planned much of the Revolution. Although the midnight ride of April
18, 1775, is the one we all know from Longfellow’s poem, the ride that Paul Revere made
two nights before was probably more important. There were many British troops in Bos¬
ton. 'The movements of these troops indicated that they meant to take the military stores
of the Americans at Concord, as well as to capture their two leaders, Hancock and Adams.
Paul Revere rode to Lexington to bring the news to Hancock and Adams. Congress was
called together in the neighboring town of Concord, and the cannon, ammunition, and
provisions were all moved from Concord to nine other towns. Revere’s famous ride of
April 18 warned the coxmtryside of the march of the British troops to Lexington and Con¬
cord. It was because of Revere’s messages that the British found the American minute-
men waiting for them at the Concord bridge.
After peace had been made with England and the colonies were free, Revere went back
to his old activities. He erected an air furnace in Boston, and cast cannon and chmch
bells. Some of these beUs may still be heard in New England today. When Paul Revere
died, he was bmied in the city of Boston, where he had lived and worked for eighty-four
years.
QUESTIONS ON SELECTION NO. 2
3
11. The principal purpose of paragraph 1 is to tell what
about Paul Revere?
1) How he helped to make Longfellow a famous poet
2) That he did many important things besides the one
for which he is famous
3) How he carried a message to the British in the
RevolutionaryWar
4) That he is well known to many people
12. Why is Longfellow mentioned in this article?
1) Because Paul Revere helped to make him famous
2) Because he was a hero of the Revolution
3) Because he made Revere known to everyone
4) Because he was an admirer of Paul Revere
13. What is the main topic of paragraph 2?
1) Paul Revere’s boyhood life
2) Paul Revere’s life before the Revolution
3) Paul Revere’s part in the Revolution
4) Paul Revere’s skill as a craftsman
14. Which is the best heading for paragraph 3?
1) “The need for gtmpowder in the colonies”
2) “Paul Revere’s visit to Philadelphia”
3) “Paul Revere learns to manufacture gimpowder”
4) “Paul Revere learns British army secrets”
15. WThat is the author’s main purpose in paragraph 4?
1) To tell about Revere’s part in the American Revo>
lution
2) To tell about Revere’s membership in the “Sons
of Liberty”
3) To teU about Revere’s famous ride
4) To tell about the movements of the British troops
16. How did Paul Revere get information about the manu¬
facturing of gunpowder?
1) With the help of a Philadelphia manufacturer
2) By seeing it made
3) By reading about it
4) By making it experimentally
17. W^o were the “Sons of Liberty”?
1) A businessmen’s club in Boston
2) A group of British S3rmpathizers
3) A group of Congressmen
4) A group of Colonial patriots
18. What did the author mainly wish to tell about Paid
Revere in this article?
1) That he was brave and loyal
2) That he was a skilled artist
3) That he did many important things
4) That he enabled the Colonists to make gunpowder
19. So far as one can tell only from reading the article,
which statement might be false?
1) Paul Revere was rich
2) Paul Revere was well known and rejected during
his own lifetime
3) Paul Revere engaged in many activities
4) Paul Revere was a strong supporter of the Revolu¬
tion
20. Why wouldn’t the Philadelphia mill owner tell Paul
Revere how to manufacture gunpowder?
1) He wanted to make money selling powder himself
2) He wanted to keep his secrets for the British
3) He wanted to superintend the building of the new
mill in Boston
4) He thought that Paul Revere was a spy
21. According to the article, when did Paul Revere make his
most important ride?
1) On April 16,1775
2) On April 18,1775
3) On January 1,1735
4) To Philadelphia before the war
22. In an outline of the article, which would be the best
topic for paragraph 5?
1) “The freedom of the American colonies”
2) “Paul Revere’s air furnace”
3) “Revere’s life after the Revolution”
4) “The church bells of New England”
23. Paragraphs 2 and 3 tell about Paul Revere’s work as a
manufacturer. Which other paragraph also tells about
this?1)1 2) 4 3) 5 4) None
24. Why did Paul Revere make his famous midnight ride?
1) To warn Hancock and Adams to flee or hide
2) To warn Congress that the British were coming to
take their supplies
3) To tell the Americans the British were coming, so
that soldiers would be ready
4) To call Congress together to meet the British at
Concord
25. Which of these general conclusions seems best supported
by the article?
1) Men who serve their country are always remem¬
bered
2) The reasons for which famous men are known are
not always the most important things about them
3) Many famous men do not deserve their fame as
much as Paul Revere
4) Many people who deserve lasting fame do not re¬
ceive it
26. Who sent Revere to Philadelphia?
1) The Colonial Congress
2) Hancock and Adams
3) The British
4) He went of his own accord
27. Which indicates that Paul Revere was an unusually
close observer?
1) His success as a goldsmith
2) The gunpowder episode
3) His midnight rides
4) His knowledge of British plans
28. Which impression of Paul Revere as a craftsman does
this article give?
1) That he was industrious and inventive
2) That he was slow and dependable
3) That he was hasty and interested in profits
4) That he was ambitious but not very dependable















The word “desert” usually calls to mind the sandy waste which surrounds the pyramids,
the salt flats of our own West, or some other barren region. While most of us know that
plants do grow in deserts, we think of such plant growth as being thin and scattered, not
dense as it is in the Madagascar d^rt. On this island, the thorny, leafless plants are so
dense that in many places travelers must cut their way through the growth.
Perhaps Madagascar should not be called a desert, but rather a brush country. The
rainfall averages less than ten inches a year. Halfof each.year iswithout rain, and droughts
of six years iu length have been known. There are, however, frequent dews. The plants
that live in the d^rt either store water during rainy periods or are able to utilize the dews.
When Charles Swingle, the botanist, visited the Madagascar desert in 1928, he found not
only the dense brush, butmany other unique desert plants. The largest of these interesting
plants was the bottle tree, which sometimes grows to a height of twenty feet and becomes
asmuch as ten feet thick. The thick trunk, however, is not solid but pithy and very porous.
The natives hollow out these trees and use them for store rooms. Another of the curious
plants that Mr. Swingle found was the traveler’s tree. It has broad, blade-like fronds or
leaves similar to those of some pahns. The base of each leaf-stalk is an enlarged water
reservoir, holding from a cup to a quart of water, which has run down the leaf stalk from
the broad pahn-like leaf. Many a thirsty man’s life has been saved by the water stored in
this plant. In even drier regions grows the intisy plant, which stores water in roots that
look like large link-t5Tpe sausages. These roots make handy containers for carrying the
stored water. They are diflnicult to obtain, however, for the intisy plant grows in very hard
ground.
Equally as interesting as the strange plants which Mr. Swingle found in the Madagascar
desert were some of the customs of the native people. To help him on his twenty-day
journey through the desert, Mr. Swingle needed thirty-eight native men. Because each
man had much to carry, everything that could be dispensed with was left behind. The
men intended to get water from the native villages, but this proved to be very difficult.
In one village, there was so little water that each morning the women gathered the dew
from the bushes. They did this by setting large jars under the bushes and then hitting the
branches with a heavy paddle. This meager amount of dew water was added to the pre¬
cious water already stored in jars or gourds. In every case, the little water Mr. Swingle
could get was very bad. These natives ofMadagascar ate all of each day’s food at one time.
Since the men had carried as few utensils as possible with them, they had to borrow an
iron pot at each village to cook their rice. Sometimes the leaves of the traveler’s tree were
used for plat^. One day, when no traveler’s trees were near, Mr. Swingle was sinrprised to
notice his men eating rice from straw-like baskets. He was even more surprised to see the
men put these baskets on their heads when they had finished eating. The baskets were
their brimless straw hats.
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QUESTIONS ON SELECTION NO. 3
29. What is the main thought of paragraph 1?
1) Our ideas of a desert are not always accurate
2) Plants seldom grow in deserts
3) Desert plants are thick and thorny
4) The word “desert” really means “sandy region”
30. Why does the author say that Madagascar might be
called a brush country?
1) Because the rainfall is less than ten inches a year
2) Because desert plants are so peculiar
3) Because no plants grow on other deserts
4) Because it has more plants than most deserts
31. In an outline of paragraph 3, one of the subtopics is
“The bottle tree.” What might be others?
1) “Unique desert plants” and “Dense brush”
2) “The size of desert plants” and “The uses of
desert plants”
3) “Storing water in trunks” and “Storing water in
leaves”
4) “The traveler’s tree” and “The intisy plant”
32. What is the main idea of paragraph 4?
1) That the natives of Madagascar are very helpful to
scientists
2) That Mr. Swingle needed many helpers
3) That the people of Madagascar do many strange
things
4) That an expedition in Madagascar should be sure
to carry a supply of water
33. Which is the author’s purpose in writing this article?
1) To tell about some new plants
2) To tell how the desert of Madagascar is mumuiit
3) To tell about a famous American botanist
4) To tell how well the natives of Madagascar have
become adapted to their environment
34. Where is the desert described in this article?
1) In the western United States
2) In south'Central Africa
3) On an island
4) Surrounding the p3rramids
35. How is the desert of Madagascar different from most
deserts?
1) It is densely populated
2) It was not explored until 1928
3) It has more plant life
4) It has less tl^ 10 inches of rain a year
36. Where is the West that is mentioned in the first para¬
graph?
1) In Madagascar 3) In the United States
2) In Egypt 4) In Kansas
37. What thing about the bottle tree probably accounts for
its being used as a storehouse by the natives?
1) Its soft center 3) Its lack of leaves
2) Its height 4) Its water reservoir
38. Why didn’t Mr. Swingle take enoi^h water?
1) Because the villagers had plenty
2) Because it was too heavy to cany
3) Because it could be obtained from plants
4) Because there was not enough at the starting place
39. What was unusual about the hats worn by the natives?
1) They were made of straw
2) They were unusually large
3) They had no brims
4) They were made of palm leaves
40. About how high do the tallest bottle trees grow?
1) About as high as a man
2) About as high as an average room
3) Nearly as high as an average house
4) About as high as a five-story building
41. Why is it difficult to get water from the intisy plant?
1) Because most people do not know in what part of
the plant it is stored
2) Because the roots are hard to reach
3) Because the trunks are of very hard wood
4) Because the reservoirs in wMch it is stored are
very high above tiie ground
42. In an outline of paragraph 4, two subtopics are “Gath¬
ering dew water ” and “ Using leaves for plates.” What
might be others?
1) “Using gourds and jars” and “Using iron pots for
cooking”
2) “Using hats for eating” and “Eating one meal a
day”
3) “Madagascar travel” and “Madagascar food”
4) “Gathering water from the intisy plant” and “The
poor quality of water in the desert”
43. Why, probably, was the traveler’s tree given that name?
1) Because it was first discovered by a traveler in tiie
desert
2) Because water travels from its leaves into a water
reservoir
3) Because it furnishes handy containers in which
travelers may carry water
4) Because it has furnished many travelers with water
44. Which of the plants mentioned in the article is of most
value to people on a desert journey?
1) The bottie tree 3) The brush for firewood
2) The intisy plant 4) The traveler’s tree
45. Why did the natives use the leaves of the traveler’s
tree for plates?
1) Because they liked them better than china plates
2) Because tiiey got water from the leaves after they
finished eating
3) Because they carried no plates with them
4) Because they cotdd use &em for hats afterward
46. Which of these conclusions about the natives is sup¬
ported by paragraph 4?
1) They do not have enough to eat and drink
2) They are lazy
3) They do not know how to make their own cooldng
and eating uten^
4) They make interesting uses of the plant life of the
r^^n
47. Why did Mr. Swingle have difficulty in obtmning water
on^ trip?
1) His men did not know how to find or gatherwater
2) The villagers did not trust him
3) The villagers did not have much to spare
4) The article does not say
(Do not turn this page until you are told to do so.)
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SELECTION NO. 4
PARA- No one knows exactly how or when skiing originated, but skis were \ised in Northern
GRAPH Europe and Asia long before the Christian era. Early skis were made only to keep their
1 wearers from sinking into the snow. Modem skis are bxiilt to provide speed and ease in
traveling as well. In mountain countries, skis are one of the more common means of travel.
Such coimtries even have ski-mounted military units. The Finns used ski troops in the
war with Russia; during the World War, soldiers in the Alps depended a great deal upon
skis. Skiing for sport began in Norway only as late as 1860. From Norway it has spread
all over the world, and today it is one of the major winter sports of Americans.
PARA- The modem ski is a flat runner of tough wood that is fastened to the boot by a binding of
GRAPH leather strai» and steel cables. A number of woods are iised in making skis— hickory,
2 ash, birch, maple, and pine. Hickory is considered best, and is often seasoned as long as
nine years. Sometimes skis are made of thin layers of wood glued together rather than of
a single piece of wood. These are even stronger than single-piece skis and less likely to
warp.
PARA- The size of the ski varies according to its use. For cross-country riding, the ski aver-
GRAPH ages from seven and a half to eight feet long, and is two and three-quarter inches wide at
3 the broadest point near the tip. It is an inch or more thick near the center, where the foot
plate of aluminum or steel is fastened, and tapers off to a quarter or a half inch thick near
the ends. The ski used for downhill racing and slalom racing is from six to seven
and a half feet long and about three and one-half inches wide at the broadest part. A
slalom race is one in which the skiers race down a steep hill, zigzagging between flags called
ports. For jumping, a very heavy ski is used, weighing, with the bindings, from sixteen to
eighteen pounds a pair. The size of ski needed varies also with the size of the rider. A
tall man needs a longer ski than a short one, and a heavyman should have a longer ski than
a light one.
PARA- The imder side of a ski, called the running surface, is grooved lengthwise to make it
GRAPH steadier and to prevent side-slipping. Cross-coimtry and racing skis have one groove, but
4 jumping skis have three grooves. All skis are slightly arched in the center, so that they
can be turned and controlled better. Usually the arch is about three-fourths of an inch
high. When skis with an arch this size are stored for the summer, they are tied together
sole to sole with a block of wood an inch and a half thick between them at the arch. Ski
riders use wax to make the running surfaces of their skis as slippery as possible. There are
different kinds of wax to suit different riders and aU conditions of snow. Usually a body
wax is put on flrst with a brush. Then the running wax is applied with the palm of the
hand or with a cork block.
PARA- The binding that fastens the ski to the boot can be had in different t5q)es. For cross-
GRAPH coimtry skiing, the toe of the boot is fastened tightly to the steel foot plate of the ski, and
5 the heel is left free to rise from the ski. In jxunping and racing, a binding that fastens the
whole foot to the foot plate is used for greater seciuity.
PARA- A ski rider must also have boots and, usually, skiing poles. The “boots” are really just
GRAPH heavy, laced, leather shoes with square toes and grooved heels. The ski poles, which the
6 skier uses to help push himself along, are slender poles with curved tips. Around each pole,
several inches up from the tip, is a ring or small wheel that enables the rider to push himself
when the snow is so deep that the tip of the pole does not go down to solid earth.
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QUESTIONS ON SELECTION NO. 4
48. “Use of skis in travel” is one subtopic in an outline of
paragraph 1. What might be the other subtopics?
1) “Military use of skis” and “Recreational use of
skis”
2) “Use of skis in motmtain countries” and “Use of
skis in America”
3) ‘ ‘Norwegian use of skis” and “Russian use of skis”
4) “Use of skis by Finnish troops” and “Use of skis
in the World War”
49. What is the author’s main purpose in paragraph 1?
1) To tell how modem skis are built
2) To tell where skis were first used
3) To tell why skis are used only in countries with
snow-covered mountains
4) To tell the uses of skis
50. 'What is the purpose of the binding mentioned in the
article?
1) To hold the different layers of wood together
2) To hold the leather straps and steel cables to the
skis
3) To hold the ski to the rider’s shoe
4) To make the skis heavier for jumping
51. Which does the author think is the better, a ski made
of one piece of hickory wood or one made of several thin
pieces glued together?
1) The one-piece ski
2) The sM made of several pieces
3) There is little difference
4) The article does not tell
52. What is the topic of paragraph 2?
1) “How to make skis”
2) “The form of skis and the materials used in them”
3) “The binding of a modem ski”
4) “The strength of different kinds of skis”
53. The heading for paragraph 3 is “Reasons why skis differ
in size.” Whichmight be subtopics under this heading?
1) “The use to be made of the sMs” and “The size of
the ^er”
2) “The need for speed in cross-coimtiy skiing” and
“The need for weight in ski jumping”
3) “The width of the skis” and “The length of the
skis”
4) “Downhill racing” and “Slalom racing”
54. Of what material is the foot plate of a ski made?
1) Wood 3) Metal
2) Leather 4) Cork
55. The average ski used for downhill racing might be about
as long as which of the following?
1) A yard stick
2) A short man
3) The height of an average room
4) The height of an average door
56. How does a racing ski compare in width with a ski for
cross-country riding?
1) The racing ski is nearly one inch wider
2) The racing ski is about one inch narrower
3) They are the same
4) The racing ski is about three inches wider
57. What is a port, as the term is used by a ski rider?
1) A stopping place where riders may rest and get
warm
2) A part of the steel binding on a pair of racing ^is
3) A flag around which a ridermust go in racing down
ahiU
4) A snow bank which is shalbw enough to allow the
ski poles to touch solid earth
58. W^ch rider should use the shortest ski?
1) A tall heavy man 3) A short heavy man
2) A tall light man 4) A short light man
59. If you bought the most expensive skis available, they
would probably be made of what kind of wood?
1) Maple 3) Birch
2) A^ 4) Hickory
60. Which is the best heading for paragraph 5?
1) “Why bindings are needed”
2) “Bindings for cross-country skiing”
3) “Jumping and racing on s^”
4) “Kinds of bindings for skis”
61. "Why do jumping skis have a different number of grooves
on the running surface than cross-coimtry skis do?
1} Cross-country skis have to be made easier to turn
and control
2) Jumping skis need to be less likely to slip ^dewise
3) Jumping skis need to be heavier
4) Jumping skis need to be more slippery
62. 'What is the purpose of the ring on a ski pole?
1) It gives the skier something to hold onto to keep
his hand from slipping
2) It is mainly omamenM
3) It helps him push himself along in deep snow
4) It is used to hang the pole from when not in use
63. 'What is the principal topic of paragraph 6?
1) “Skis and bindings”
2) “Additional skiing equipment”
3) “Types of ski boots worn”
4) “The piuposes of boots and poles”
64. How long has skiing been considered a sport?
1) No one knows 3) About 80 years
2) About 20 years 4) More than 2000 years
65. In addition to the difference in weight, how do jumping
and racing skis differ?
1) la. the ^e of the arch
2) In length
3) In the number of grooves
4) In the material from which they are made
66. What is true of the wood used in some of the best skis?
1) It is taken from trees nine years old
2) It is not made into skis for several yearp after it is
cut
3) It will last at least nine years
4) It is cut during the best season of the year


















A visitor in one of the government buildings in Washington was puzzled about the pm:-
pose of one room where himdreds ofelectric li^ts were binning. He was told that the lights
were left burning until they burned out and that a total of 6,000 bulbs was being burned in
the many racks in the room. These bulbs had been selected by chance from the various
piux:hases of light bulbs that the government had made. The brand of each bulb, the
manufacturer’s name, and the length of time that it bums are recorded. When all bulbs
of a certain type have burned out, their average length of life is figured. New bulbs are
constantly being tried out.
The visitor had entered one of the many buildings on the 56-acre grounds of the Bmeau of
Standards. This branch of governmentwork began in 1832 when the Office ofWeights and
Measures was established in the Treasury Department. The first work of the division was
to make sure that the various measiu^ used, such as bushel baskets, pint measuring cups,
and pound weights, were the same in all of the customs inspection houses of the United
States, or that they all conformed to the same standard. Soon these customs weights and
measures became the standard for the country, and the Office ofWeights and Measures was
asked to supply standards of measurement for every branch of trade, industry, and scien¬
tific work. The name was changed in 1901 to the National Bureau of Standards, and two
years later the Bureau was transferred to the Department of Commerce and Labor. It is
today a part of the Department of Commerce.
Among the many interesting rooms in the buildings of the Bureau of Standards is the
“dead room.” Its walls are made of cotton and are very, very thick. All sound is ab¬
sorbed by these walls. The effect is the same as though one were high up in the air with no
walls or fioors to reflect the soimd. In this room instruments for recording sounds, such as
microphones, are tested. Another room in this same building is also concerned with sounds,
but in another way. Here different wall materials like plaster and wall boards are used.
The walls and ceiling are covered with the material being tested, and then a number of
machines like typewriters and telephones are operated in the room. A soimd meter records
the amount of noise. The wall material that will reflect or bounce back the most sound will
make the noisiest room. In thisway the best material is determined for roomswhere sound
deadening is needed.
In still another testing laboratory, various flooring materials are tested. A circular
track is built. Each section of the track is made of one of the different materials being
tried out. A little car similar to the hand trucks used in post offices is then kept continu¬
ously moving about the track. This truck is pushed by a motor-driven wheel which is
covered with leather. A gauge measures the wear on the floor. Rugs are tested by running
leather covered wheels over the samples until they are completely worn out. A vacuum
cleaner removes the loose lint from the carpet as it wears down.
By testing articles of different makes to see which lasts longest or is most efficient, the
Bureau of Standards enables government purchasing departments to spend their money
more wisely. Some of the testing is done for the army, navy, and other departments, and
some for various industrial firms. The information obtained in the tests is made available
to all who need it. From this service has come an improved product for both the govern¬
ment and the public.
QUESTIONS ON SELECTION NO. 5
67. At what hour of the day might the visitor have seen the
6,000 lights burning?
1) Early in the momitig
2) About 1:30 in the afternoon
3) At night
4) Any hour of the day or night
68. Why are the bulbs selected by chance?
1) In order to get a fair sample of eachmanufacturer’s
bulbs
2) Because it is not possible to try out the bulbs of
all manufacturers
3} In order to get a representative sample of manu¬
facturers
4) Because no one knows which bulbs are best
69. Which of these illustrates one of the earliest service of
the Bureau of Standards?
1) Providing an official yardstick against which other
yardstick could be checked
2) Testing various makes of wool blankets to see
which was the warmest
3) Testing different makes of kerosene lamps to see
which was brightest
4) Finding out which of several makes of army shoes
would wear longest
70. What is the main purpose of paragraph 2?
1) To list all the work of the Bureau of Standards
2) To tell how big the Bureau of Standards is
3) To give a brief history of the Bmeau of Standards
4) To tell how old the Bureau of Standards is
71. What is meant by saying that the customs weights be¬
came the standard for the country?
1) The Bureau of Standards made all weighing in¬
struments used throughout the country
2) Manufacturers and trades-people used the same
system of weights
3) People went to the Bureau of Standards to have
all of their things weighed
4) Manufacturers were required by law to have their
products weighed at govenunent weighing stations
72. How does the size of the grounds of the Bureau of
Standards compare with a football field?
1) About one-half as large
2) About as large
3) About five times as large
4) About fifty times as large
73. Under what cabinet officer’s direction is the work of the
Bureau of Standards at present?
1) Secretary of the Treasury
2) Secretary of Labor
3) Secretary of Agriculture
4) Secretary of Commerce
74. In an outline of paragraph 3, “Testing sound instru¬
ments” is one topic. What might be another?
1) “Testing typewriters”
2) “Testing sound-absorbing qualities of wall ma¬
terial”
3) “Testing sound meters”
4) “Testing amount of noise machines make”
75. How frequently are the bulb tests made?
1) Only when new kinds of bulbs are invented
2) Once each year
3) Continually
4) The article gives no hint
76. What is the “average length of life” mentioned in the
first paragraph?
1) The average time required for bulbs of a certain
type to bum out
2) The average number of hours per day a certain
bulb bums
3) The average age of the bulbs, that is, the average
number of years since they were manufactured
4) The average number of bulbs that bum out in a
certain lerigth of time
77. Why was the name of the Office of Weights and Meas¬
ures changed to the National Bureau of Standards?
1) Because tiie department was no longer concerned
with weights and measures
2) Because the bureau was transferred to the De¬
partment of Commerce and Labor
3) Because the work of the depiurtment was becoming
more varied
4) No hint is given in the article
78. How do the tests give the public better products?
1) The government forbids the sale of the poorer
products
2) Manufacturers make their products better in order
to do better on the tests
3) The government makes better goods
4) Man^acturers learn how to test their own products
79. What is the main topic of paragraph 3?
1) “The sound rooms of the Bureau of Standards”
2) “Deadening sound and echoing sound”
3) “The testing of noise-making machines”
4) “The recording of sounds”
80. What is the best reason for covering the rug-testing
wheels with leather?
1) To test the leather and the rug at the same time
2) To keep the wheels from slipping on the mg
3) To make conditions similar to those of ordinary
wear on rugs
4) To keep the wheels from wearing out
81. What is a good title for this article?
1) “Testing Bulbs, Sound, and Floor Covers”
2) “A Glance at the Bureau of Standards”
3) “A Visitor in Washington”
4) “Work of the Department of Commerce”
82. On what grounds might the Bureau of Standards refuse
to tell a seventh-gr^e pupil the name of the longest
burning light bulb?
1) That the bureau does not have that information
2) That tile child has no need for the information
3) That the bulb is no longer on the market
4) That the governmentwishes to use the information
in its own manufacturing
83. What is the purpose of the telephones in one of the
sound rooms?
1) To carry sound out of the room
2) To test the power of the telephones
3) To make noise
4) The article gives no hint
84. Why is the loose lint removed from the rugs that are
being tested?
1) To keep the mg looking clean
2) To imitate the usual care of mgs
3) To test the vacuum cleaner
4) So people can see the mg better
(Do not turn this page until you are told to do so.)
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PART II. VOCABULARY
Directions: Select the word that hasmost nearly
the same meaning as the italicized word in the
phrase. Then find the row of boxes on the
answer sheet that is numbered the same as the
exercise and place an X hi the proper box.






























11. Failure in business
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Directions: After each question in this part of the test
there are four possible answers, only one of which is
correct or definitely better than the others. Decide
which is the best answer and then place an X in the
proper box on the answer sheet.
10. About how many acres would there be in the shaded
part of this diagram? 2 MILES
1) About 2 '///// V////
2) About 320 y/ - ///////
3) About 640
4) About 1000 z
-11.Which of these numbers represents the largest
value ?
1) .4 3) .2758
2) .095 4) .600
1. Which of these is the largest measure?
1) A peck 3) A gallon
2) A bushel 4) A quart
12.The last chapter of a book was numbered XDC. How
many chapters were there?
1) 19 3) 101
2) 21 4) 109
2. How should the number 6.022 be read?
1) Six and twenty-two hundredths.
2) Six thousand and twenty-two.
3) Six and twenty-two thousandths.
4) Six and twenty-two tenths.
13.A black bear weighing 700 pounds is about equal in
weight to how many men?
1) 2 3) 6
2) 4 4) 7
3. Forty-five inches is how many feet?
1) 4 3)
2) 4 4)
4. In which of these figures are the lines parallel?
5. In which of the figures above is there a line that is
horizontal?
1) 1 3) 3
2) 2 4) 4
6. An hour before sunrise in winter would be about what
time?
1) 6:30 P.M. 3) 6:30 A.M.
2) 11:30 A.M. 4) 1:30 P.M.
7. How should five and four thousandths be written?
1) 5,4000 3) 5 1000
2) 5.004 4) 5.0004
8. Wl;at is the circumference of a log?
1) The distance around it.
2) The length of the log.
3) The distance from the outside to its center.
4) The distance through it.
On the cornerstone of a building were these Roman
numerals: MCMXLI. In what year was the corner¬
stone laid?
1) 1861 3) 1941
2) 1911 4) 1916
14. In one flight of birds there were 91, and in another
flight there were 29. What would be the best way of
describing how much larger the first flight was than
the second?
1) About 45 larger.
2) About 2 times as large.
3) About 3 times as large.
4) About 4 times as large.
15. Which of these fractions is the smallest amount?
» 5 I
2’ f S
16. About how high from the floor is the door knob of the
door to your room?
1) 2 feet 3) 4 feet
2) 3 feet 4) 6 feet17.How many eighths are there in a fourth?
1) 2 3) 8
2) 4 4) 3218.What does the denominator of a fraction tell you?
1) The number of parts in the numerator.
2) The size of the unit to which the numerator
refers.
3) What to use in reducing the fraction.
4) Whether to add, subtract, multiply, or divide.
19. Which of these diagrams would you use to prove that
one-half of one-fourth is one-eighth?
(Go on to the next page.)
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21. In an election, candidate A received 4618 votes,
while candidate B received only 1603 votes. What
is the best way of describing how badly A beat B?
1) A more than doubled B in votes.
2) A was thousands of votes ahead.
3) A almost tripled B in votes.
4) A beat B nearly 4 to 1.
22. What is a rod?
1) A measure of volume.
2) A measure of a field.
3) A measure of length.
4) A measure of land area.
23. In telling how high a tree is, four children gave the
following answers. Each answer is correct, but one
is better than any other. Which is the best?
1) About 20 times as high as my desk.
2) As high as I can throw.
3) About 10 times as high as I am.
4) About 3 times as high as the ceiling of this
room.
24. In which of these situations would you use IT or 3.14?
1) In finding the distance through a water pipe.
2) In finding the volume of a cube.
3) In finding the perimeter of a hexagon.
4) In finding the area of a triangle.
25. In which number does the 4 represent tens?
1) 534 3) 9348
2) 10416 4) 4179
26. In the number 808, how does the first 8 compare in
value with the last 8?
1) It is the same.
2) It is twice as great.
3) It is 10 times as great.
4) It is 100 times as great.
27. About how long will it take an eighth grade boy walk¬
ing at a fast rate to walk a mile?
1) 4 minutes 3) 1 hour
2) 16 minutes 4) Ij hours
28. What measures are used in giving the size of farms?
1) Measures of volume.
2) Measures of length.
3) Measures of area.
4) Any of the first three.
29. One and three-quarter hours would be how many
minutes?
1) 75 3) 125
2) 105 4) 175
Which of these is the longest distance?
1) A city block.
2) A half mile.
3) 100 meters.
4) 5000 feet.
31. V/hat is meant by saying that a box contains 6 cubic
feet?
1) That 6 cubes, each a foot on a side, would fill it.
2) That it is 6 feet long ahd 6 feet wide.
3) That it is 6 feet long, 6 feet high, and 6 feet
wide.
4) That it has 6 square feet on every side.
32. In the word “seventy-six,” what does the “ty”
mean?
1) It means to add 7 tens and 6 ones.
2) It makes the word have a rh]rthmical sound.
3) It means less than seven and 6 more than 5.
4) It means tens.
33. In what units of measure would the edacity of a
coal car be given?
1) In gallons. 3) In cubic inches.
2) In square yards. 4) In tons.
34. Which of these figures shows a diameter?
35. In which of the figures above is there a radius?
1) 1 3) 3
2) 2 4) 4
36. Which of these is an even number?
1) 875 3) 555
2) 1234 4) 899
37. About what part of an average sized bedroom would
a 9 X 12 rug cover?
1) One-fourth of it. 3) Half of it.
2) One-third of it. 4) Nearly all of it.






1) Because 4 x 2 « 8.
2) Because the 8 is really a ten.
3) Because the 8 represents 8 ones.
4) Because 4 x 32 = 128.
39. How many ounces are there in 3 4-pounds?
1) 28 3) 40
2) 35 4) 56
40. A 10,000 ton freighter is equal in carrying capacity
to how many freight trains whose carrying load is
approximately 2,000 tons?
1) 2 3) 50
2) 5 4) 500
(Do not turn thia pafo until you
are told to do ao.)
PART II
SECTION A: WHOLE NUMBERS AND FRACTIONS
3
Directions: In this section are a number of examples which you are to solve. On the an¬
swer sheet,after the number of each example, you will find three possible answers and an
N. The N means that the correct answer for the example is not given on the answer sheet.
You are to do your work right on this page. First solve the example. Then turn to
the answer sheet and find the number of that example. Compare your answer with those
given on the answer sheet. If one of the three answers given is exactly like your own,
place an X in the box in front of it. If none of the three answers given is like yours, place
an X in the box in front of the N. Do not rework a problem simply because your answer is
not like any of those given on the answer sheet. Instead, mark the box in front of the N and
go on to the next example.
Reduce all fractions to simplest form.






































43 Multiply 46 Subtract 49 Add 53 Add









(Go on to the next page.)
4
54 Subtract 58 Subtract 61 Subtract




14 X6 1 = 59 Multiply 62 Subtract
1 1 s. 2 ^1 30^













(Go on to Section B)
SECTION B: PERCENTAGE AND DECIMALS
Directions: Do your work on this page if there is room; otherwise, use scratch paper.
Mark the proper box on the answer sheet as you did in Section A.
64 Multiply .24 by .11. 70Change .375 toper cent form.
65 Divide 246 by -03.
66 What is 10% of 600?
67 12 is 50% of what number?
68 What is 150% of $200?
69 Change i to per cent form.
71 Change 7% to decimal form.
72 Change 10% to a common fraction and
reduce it to its lowest terms.
73 What is 8% of $213.75.
(Do not turn to the next page until you are told to do so.)
5
PART m. PROBLEMS
Directions: Read each problem carefully. Do your
work on scratch paper. Compare your answer with
those given on the answer sheet and mark the proper
box, as you did in Part II.
In some problems, you are asked to give only an
nroximate answer. For these particular problems, no
N is given on the answer sheet, but you are to mark the
box in front of the answer that is most nearly like your
own.
On a field trip, the eighth grade visited a packing
plant. While they were at the unloading dock, four
trucks containing steers and hogs arrived. The first
truck had 10 steers and 14 hogs, the second had 8 steers
and 6 hogs, the third had 12 steers and 15 hogs, and the
fourth truck had 10 steers but no hogs.
74. How many steers were in the four trucks?
75. How many more steers than hogs were in the trucks?
76. ,What was the average number of steers per truck?
77. After the trucks had been unloaded, the children
counted the hogs in the pens, and found that there
were 61 hogs in the pens? How many hogs were
already in the pens before the trucks unloaded?
Because Mr. Smith, a salesman, is allowed 4 cents a
mile for the use of his car, he keeps a record of the
mileage. When he left Asheville, his speedometer read
10,119; at Clyde it read 10,150; at Sylva it read 10,171;
and at Atlanta it read 10,336.
78. How far is it from Asheville to Clyde?79.If it took Mr. Smith five hours to go from Sylva to
Atlanta, what was the average distance per hour
travelled?80.On the trip Mr. Smith bought 12 gallons of gasoline
at 21 cents a gallon and one quart of oil at 36 cents
a quart. How much did he spend?
Two boys operated a roadside melon stand. They
bought melons from a farmer at 40 cents apiece and
sold them at 60 cents each.
82. How much profit did the boys make on the sale of
five melons?
83. Their profit was what per cent of the selling price?84.A corn crib is 20 feet long, 10 feet high and eight
feet wide. How many bushels of corn will it hold?
(Allow-|- bushel for 1 cubic foot or 1 bushel for every
2 cubic feet.)85.How much jwill it cost to send by air mail a letter
weighing 4-^ ounces if the rates are 6( for the first
ounce and 6f for each additional ounce or fraction
of an ounce?86.A radio announcer reported the following: “Four¬
teen crewmen from the torpedoed ship have been
picked up. That’s only about one-third of the crew.”
How many men were originally in the crew? (Only
an approximate answer is needed.)87.The area of New Guinea is about six times that of
Iowa. If the area of Iowa is 55,000 square miles,
what is the area of New Guinea? (Note that in this
problem no exact relationship is expressed. There¬
fore, your answer will be only an approximation.)88.The population of Hoboken is about one-third as
large as that of Des Moines. The population of Des
Moines is approximately 160,000. What is the
population of Hoboken? (Only an approximate an¬
swer is required.)89.If Jane has read 160 of the 316 pages in her book,
about how much of the book has she read? (Only an
annrmclmatP answer is required.)90.In an advertisement the following appeared: “Hats
were $6.35 — now $4.18.” About how much of a
price reduction has been made? (Only an approxi¬
mate answer is required.)91.A train scheduled to arrive at 11:50 A. M. was
marked due at 3:15 P. M. Approximately how many
hours late was the train? (Only an answer to the
nearest half hour is required.)81.At the rate of 4 cents a mile, how much did Mr.
Smith receive for using his car on the trip from
Asheville to Atlanta?
(Go on to the next pate.)










This is a diagram of a 100 acre farm which Mr.
Haines rents. The heavy lines represent permanent
fences. The broken lines represent proposed tempo¬
rary fences.
An eighth grade planned a bookcase with the i^rtni-
mate dimensions shown in this diagram. To take care
of atlases and encyclopedias, the lower shelf had to be
at least 14 inches in the clear. The other shelves had
to be 10 inches in the clear. The bookcase sides and
shelves were to be made of ll-|-lnch boardsinches
thick, while the back was to be made of plywood.^92.Mr. Haineswants to put up a temporary fence to sep¬
arate the fields of soybeans, corn, and oats. How
many rods of fencing will be need^?93.Mr. Haines finds that electric fencing costs 5 cents
a rod, vdiile the necessary netting fencing costs 22
cents a rod. Both kinds of fencing are sold only in
20 rod bales. How much would he save by bulling
an electric fence?94.How many acres of land does Mr. Haines have in
corn? (160 square rods » 1 acre)95.One-third of the oats raised on the farm go to the
landlord. If the oats average 60 bushels per acre,
how many bushels does the landlord receive?96.On the pasture land Mr. Haines pays money rent at
the rate of $50.00 a year. About how much an acre
is that?97.One year Mr. Haines paid in cash and in crops a
total rent equal to $1040.00. This is equivalent to
how much an acre?98.The landlord has $16,000.00 invested in this farm.
One year, after he had paid taxes and other expenses
he had $800.00 profit. What per cent of his invest¬
ment was the landlord’s profit?
99.How many linear feet of the 11-|-by-|-inch board
would be needed for the sides, shelves and top?100.If pl]rwood came only in 4-foot widths and cost 6
cents a square foot, how much woiild the back for
the bookcase cost?101.If the school shop had only 8-foot lengths of the
ll^by-|-inch board, how many lengths would be
needed?102.The three upper shelves of this case were intended
to hold books that take about one inch of space
each. About how many such books could be stored
on the three shelves? (Only an annrnxlmate an¬
swer is needed.)103.The class estimated that the lumber for this case
would cost $3.50, the screws lOf, sand paper 20^
and varnish 45f. What would be the total cost?104.In figuring the number of screws needed, the class
decided that each shelf and the top would require
four screws to hold it to the sides and three
screws to fasten it to the back. On that basis,
how many screws would be needed?105.If screws cost 5 cents a dozen, how much should
the class have allowed in their estimate of the cost
of screws?
(Turn your booklet over and
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